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Abstract

Plasmons are the collective oscillation of free electrons in materials. They concentrate
light into nanoscale volumes and trigger optical processes in nearby materials. My thesis
is devoted to the understanding of optical processes that are mediated by localized surface
plasmons. The fundamental excitation of plasmonic modes and the enhancement of optical
absorption and Raman scattering in nanoscale materials are studied using experimental
and theoretical approaches.

I introduce a novel type of plasmonic excitation in layered films of metallic nanoparticles.
Because of field retardation, incident light induces antiparallel dipoles in adjacent layers of
metallic nanoparticles exciting a dark interlayer plasmon. It benefits from reduced radiative
damping and efficient light absorption as I demonstrate with simulations and experiments.
The self-assembled nanoparticle films pave the way for large-area coatings with tunable
plasmon resonances. An application is the decay of plasmons into hot charge carriers that
trigger photocatalytic reactions in molecules. I propose dark interlayer plasmons as ideal
excitation channels for hot electrons because of their small radiative damping.

Using plasmonic nanostructures for photodetection and sensing requires an understanding
of the interaction with adjacent materials. I introduce microscopic theories for the
enhancement of optical absorption and Raman scattering by localized surface plasmons.
The plasmonic near field of nanoparticle arrays induced non-vertical optical transitions in
graphene in dependence of the periodicity of the plasmonic lattice. For plasmon-enhanced
Raman scattering I developed a general theoretical framework using perturbation theory. It
provides analytic expressions for the enhanced Raman cross section. In a molecular dipole
coupled to a plasmonic nanoparticle the enhancement is strongly affected by interference
between different scattering channels.

Plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering is an ideal tool to study the properties of materials
interfaced with plasmonic nanostructures. I analyzed nanoscale strain and doping in
graphene on top of a gold nanostructure. I developed a method for separating the
contributions from strain and doping in the Raman spectrum of graphene, which is
applicable to graphene on arbitrary substrates and in arbitrary strain configurations.
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1 | Motivation

The ability to manipulate light on length scales smaller than the diffraction limit is at
the heart of nano-optics.1,2 The devices we use in our daily lives, such as computers and
smartphones, are operated by circuits that switch electric currents. The architecture
of integrated circuits is about to approach the limit of miniaturization, which results
from a trade off between heat dissipation, switching speed and quantum size effects.3

Nanophotonic circuits are a promising alternative as photons move data much faster
than electrons.2 The realization of all-optical computers will depend critically on finding
nanophotonic components that switch and store light on the nanoscale. Transitioning to
this technology requires opto-electronic components that turn light into electrical currents
and vice versa.4 The implementation on computer chips requires an efficient interfacing of
nanophotonic components with other materials, such as nanoscale electric conductors.

A promising route to tackle these challenges are localized surface plasmons, which are a
collective oscillation of electrons in metallic nanostructures.5 Plasmonic nanoparticles are
efficient light extractors, having optical absorption and scattering cross sections that are a
multiple of their cross-sectional area.6 This offers a route to store electromagnetic energy
on the nanoscale.7 A second key property of plasmons is the ability to concentrate light into
nanoscale volumes.8,9 The collective oscillation of charges leads to intense electromagnetic
fields close to the metal surface.6,10 Metallic nanoparticles that are arranged into chains
and lattices interact via these optical near fields which enables nanoscale waveguiding.10,11

The electric field intensity in the nanoscale gaps between plasmonic nanoparticles can be
five orders of magnitude larger than that of the incident light.6 Such electromagnetic field
hot spots are ideal for driving optical processes in nearby nanomaterials and molecules,
paving the way for optoelectronic components and sensors on the nanoscale.6,8,12

A bottleneck for many applications is that plasmons are extremely lossy excitations.5,13

On a time scale of a few femto seconds, plasmons convert into photons via radiative decay,
and into uncorrelated electron-hole pairs in the metal via internal losses.14 It is thus
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1. Motivation

highly desirable to find ways to tailor these decay channels. A promising candidate are
dark plasmons that have a vanishing net dipole moment, which leads to a suppression of
radiative losses.15–17 Being dipole inactive implies on the other hand an inefficient coupling
to far field radiation. Excitation schemes are needed to use dark plasmons for applications
like waveguiding and energy storage on the nanoscale.11,18,19 This thesis introduces a new
type of dark plasmon that can be directly excited by a plane electromagnetic wave, making
use of field retardation (see Publication P1 of my thesis).
Another challenge is to understand the interaction of plasmonic nanostructures with

other materials, which occurs in various ways. The decay of plasmons via internal losses
results in highly excited electrons or holes at the metal surface, called hot charge carriers.20

These charges transfer into materials and molecules that are in direct contact with the
metal surface, which leads to doping or even chemical reactions.21,22 The ability to trigger
photocatalytic reactions via hot electrons has attracted a lot of attention in the plasmonics
community because it is a direct application of plasmonic losses, which are detrimental in
most other cases.23 In this thesis I suggested dark plasmons as an ideal excitation channel
of hot electrons (see Publication P2 of my thesis).

A second coupling mechanism is the excitation of electron-hole pairs in a nearby material
via the electromagnetic near field of the plasmon.7 In a simple picture, the plasmonic
nanostructure serves as an optical antenna that strongly increases the local light intensity.1,6

This is ideal for enhancing the photocurrent in nanoscale optoelectronic devices, such
as photodetectors.8,12,24 Theoretical modeling of this process is challenging because of
the interplay of various absorption pathways, as well as additional contributions to the
photocurrent from charge transfer and thermoelectric effects.25–28 We interfaced the two-
dimensional carbon allotrope graphene with plasmonic nanostructures to study these
effects29 (see Publications P3 and P5 of my thesis). While the local charge doping by a
plasmonic nanostructure was assessed experimentally via the Raman spectrum of graphene
(see Publication P5 of my thesis), I studied the excitation of electron-hole pairs via the
plasmonic near field with a microscopic theory (see Publication P3 of my thesis).
A major application of plasmons is the enhancement of Raman scattering in nearby

molecules and nanomaterials, which is known as surface-enhaced Raman scattering
(SERS).6,30,31 Compared to plasmon-enhanced optical absorption, both the incoming-
and the Raman-scattered light are enhanced by the localized surface plasmon.6,32 This
leads to an enhancement that scales with the fourth power of the local electric field ampli-
tude. The SERS enhancement factors can reach ten orders of magnitude, which enables the
detection of single molecules.33,34 A major challenge is the design of SERS substrates that
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provide reproducible enhancement and can be used for quantitative measurements.6,35,36

This requires a detailed understanding of the underlying enhancement mechanisms. This
thesis introduces a microscopic theory for the plasmonic enhancement mechanism of
SERS that provides insight into the different scattering channels (see Publication P4 of
my thesis). As the Raman spectrum gives direct information about the properties of a
material, SERS is an ideal tool for studying the interface of nanoscale materials with
plasmonic nanostructures.31,37 I used SERS to analyze the nanoscale strain and doping in
graphene on top of gold nanodimers (see Publication P5 of my thesis).
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2 | Introduction

2.1. Plasmonics

Plasmonics is a vibrant field of nanooptics that is concerned with the interaction of
light and the motion of charges in nanoscale materials.5 The term "plasmon" refers to
a collective oscillation of charges that can be excited in metallic nanostructures,10 at
metal surfaces,38 in semiconductor nanoparticles,39 in two-dimensional materials like
graphene40,41 and even in molecules.42,43 In this thesis, I worked with localized surface
plasmons in gold nanostructures. This type of plasmon may be directly and efficiently
excited by light and offers the possibility to focus light into nanoscale volumes.8,9 The
local electric field intensity in nanometer gaps between plasmonic nanoparticles is up
to 105 times higher than the incident light field and drives optical processes in nearby
materials.6 This gives rise to numerous applications in fields like analytical chemistry,6,44,45

sensing,46 waveguiding,47 nanolasing,48 solar energy conversion7 and photochemistry.22

In the following I will introduce the basic concepts underlying plasmonic excitations in
metallic nanostructures.

2.1.1. Localized surface plasmon

A localized surface plasmon (LSP) is a collective oscillation of charges in a conductive
nanostructure that has dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of light.5,49 The
basic concepts are introduced by considering the optical properties of a single metallic
nanoparticle (Fig. 2.1). When the nanoparticle is illuminated with light, the electric field
induces a collective oscillation of the conduction electrons inside the nanoparticle (Fig.
2.1a). Because of its small lateral dimension, the charges pile up at the boundaries of
the nanoparticle leading to an intense electric field around the nanoparticle. The internal
electric field leads to a restoring force acting on the driven charges and a resonance may
occur, which is known as a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The plasmon
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2. Introduction
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Figure 2.1. Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). (a) Scheme of the excitation of
an LSPR in a gold nanoparticle. An external light field drives the free electrons inside
the nanoparticle into a collective oscillation. (b) Plasmonic eigenmodes of a nanosphere,
which are of dipolar, quadrupolar or higher-order character. The figure shows the surface
charges (red - positive, blue - negative) simulated with the eigenmode solver of the
boundary-elements software package MNPBEM.52

resonances of a nanoparticle are understood as its electromagnetic eigenmodes, which are
of dipolar, quadrupolar or higher-order character (Fig. 2.3b).50,51

When a plasmon mode has a finite net dipole moment it can be directly excited by
light. This makes LSPs fundamentally different from propagating surface plasmons at
metal surfaces or in two-dimensional materials where phase matching is needed for optical
excitation.38,40,41 The excitation of an LSPR leads to a resonant enhancement of light
absorption and scattering by the nanoparticle (Fig. 2.2a).53 The bright color of plasmonic
nanoparticles in reflection and transmission has been used for hundreds of years for
staining church windows and medieval handcraft.5 Figure 2.2b shows simulated absorption
coefficients, i.e., the ratio of the optical absorption cross section and the cross-sectional
area, for gold and silver nanoparticles. The absorption coefficients can easily exceed an
order of magnitude which demonstrates the strong interaction of light with LSPRs.6

The energy of the plasmon resonances depends on several parameters which enables
a tunability across the entire visible spectrum. First of all, the frequency dependent
dielectric function of the metal determines the spectral range in which an LSPR occurs.5,6

For Au, Ag, Al and Cu nanoparticles the plasmonic resonances are excited with visible
light.6,54 The plasmon resonance of the Au nanosphere in Fig. 2.2b is redshifted from that
of Ag because of interband transitions.5 These lead in the case of Au to a step-like increase
of the absorption coefficient for excitation energies larger than 2 eV and a damping of
the plasmon resonance.55 A second parameter that controls the LSPR is the nanoparticle
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2.1. Plasmonics

geometry.56 The plasmon resonance shifts when changing the shape of the nanoparticle,
as can be seen from a comparison of the LSPRs of an Au nanorod and an Au nanosphere
in Fig. 2.2b. The shift is explained by a depolarization effect inside the nanoparticle that
depends on its shape.13,56 The nanoparticle size has only a minor effect on the energy
of the plasmon resonance. Finally, the scattering and absorption peaks of a plasmonic
nanoparticle are sensitive to the local environment and shift upon a change in the refractive
index of the surrounding medium.5,6 This offers a route to detect molecular interactions
close to the nanoparticle surface and is the basis for plasmonic sensors.46,57

a b

c d

Figure 2.2. Properties of a localized surface plasmon resonance. (a) Sketch of the basic
properties of an LSPR in a gold nanoparticle, including the resonant enhancement of light
absorption and scattering and an intense near field close to the particle surface. The near
field can drive optical processes in nearby materials, which is the bases for applications
like SERS or SEIRA. (Figure inspired from Ref. 58). (b) Simulated absorption coefficient,
which is the ratio of the absorption cross section and the cross sectional area of the
nanoparticle, for three different nanoparticles. An Ag and an Au sphere with diameters
of 20 nm and an Au nanorod with a long axis of 40 nm and a short axis of 10 nm. The
particles are embedded in a medium with εm = 2.25. (c) Simulated near field amplitude
enhancement on the surface and around a 20 nm Au nanosphere at λ = 406nm. (d)
Simulated near field enhancement by an Ag bowtie nanoparticle with an edge length of
30 nm and a height of 5 nm at λ = 700nm. All simulations were conducted with the
boundary-elements software package MNPBEM.52
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2. Introduction

A localized surface plasmon is a polaritonic excitation, i.e., a mixture of photon and
charge oscillation in the metal.6 Its energy is therefore divided into that of the charges inside
the metal and an electromagnetic field around the nanoparticle.59 The electromagnetic
field can be understood as that of a radiating dipole for a small spherical nanoparticle (see
Fig. 2.2c).1 It consists of an electric near field and an intermediate field that are localized
around the nanoparticle and a far field that originates from the radiative decay of the
plasmon. The near field is strongly confined to the surface of the nanoparticle and its
local field intensity can exceed that of the incident light field by orders of magnitude.5

This leads to a tremendous enhancement of optical processes in nearby molecules or
nanomaterials and is the basis for applications like SERS or surface-enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) (see Section 2.2.3).6 When the shape of the nanoparticle
is not spherical the electric near field differs from that of a dipole, which is illustrated
for an Au nano-triangle in Fig. 2.2d. Its sharp edges lead to a field-line crowding and a
further increase in the near field enhancement.1 More generally, the local field enhancement
increases at corners, sharp edges and tips, which is known as the lightning rod effect.
Plasmonic nanoparticles were synthesized in the shape of rods, cubes and stars to achieve
maximum field enhancement.60–62

2.1.2. Plasmon decay

Plasmons are extremely lossy excitations with a life time τpl that is typically below 10 fs.14

This implies a broad spectral line width Γpl = 2~/τpl of plasmonic resonances, which is
useful for broad-band applications like light harvesting63 but a drawback for applications
that require selectivity, like sensing.46 Different decay channels contribute to the LSP line
width

Γpl = Γrad + Γb + Γsurf , (2.1)

where Γrad refers to radiative damping, Γb to losses that occur in the bulk metal and
Γsurf to losses at the nanoparticle surface20 (Fig. 2.3a). Radiative decay occurs because
of the direct emission of light by the oscillating charges. It scales with the square of the
plasmon dipole moment and is proportional to the nanoparticle volume squared.6 While
the dissipated power by radiative losses Γrad is proportional to the scattering cross section
σsca, the dissipated power by internal losses Γint = Γb + Γsurf scales with the absorption
cross section σabs.64 The ratio of radiative and internal plasmon linewidth can be obtained
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2.1. Plasmonics

from the optical cross sections
Γrad

Γint

=
σsca

σabs

. (2.2)

The contribution from radiative damping to the total plasmon linewidth is plotted for the
dipolar plasmon modes of Au and Ag nanospheres in Fig. 2.3b as a function of nanosphere
radius. In the case of Au, plasmon decay occurs primarily via internal losses for spheres
with diameters smaller than 80 nm because of interband transitions (red line). For Ag, in
contrast, radiative damping dominates over internal losses already for particle diameters
larger than 40 nm (blue line).

Internal losses in the bulk metal Γb include the decay into electron-hole pairs and
phonons.13,14 These type of losses are usually assumed to be the same as in the bulk metal
and described by the complex dielectric function of the metal ε(ω). For single plasmonic
nanoparticles Γb is directly obtained from the dielectric function as59

Γb =
2Im[ε(ω)]
∂
∂ω

Re[ε(ω)]
. (2.3)

The plasmon line width Γb is plotted for Au and Ag as a function of excitation energy
in Fig. 2.3c. For Au the bulk damping is almost constant in the near infrared with
Γb ≈ 80 meV but increases dramatically for energies larger than 2 eV because of interband
transitions from the d band to the conduction band edge55 (red line). In the case of Ag
the linewidth from bulk damping is almost constant over the visible energy range and
with Γb ≈ 40 meV smaller than for Au because interband transitions set in at 3.9 eV66

(blue line). A widely used figure of merit for the strength and spectral width of a plasmon
resonance is the quality factor Q = ωpl/Γpl.6,59 The bulk damping in the metal sets an
upper limit for the quality factor of a plasmon resonance, which is plotted for single Au
and Ag nanoparticles in Fig. 2.3d. The Q factor for a silver nanoparticle (blue line) can
reach values of 50 which is twice as large as for gold (red line). Even though Ag clearly
outperforms Au in terms of plasmonic properties, Au is the most popular material for
experimentalists, because of its resistance against oxidation and chemical reactions with
its environment.5,6

When the lateral dimension of the nanoparticle approaches the electron mean free
path, which is on the order of 20-50 nm for Au and Ag, surface damping Γsurf becomes a
sizable contribution to the plasmon linewidth Γpl.5,14,53 It refers to the elastic scattering of
electrons at the nanoparticle surface, which breaks the linear electron momentum. Surface
scattering is an excitation pathway for high-energy electrons or holes at the surface of
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Figure 2.3. Plasmon decay. (a) Sketch of the losses of a localized surface plasmon, i.e.,
radiative damping Γrad, bulk damping Γb and surface damping Γsurf . (b) Contribution of
radiative damping Γrad to the total plasmon linewidth Γpl of a dipolar plasmon mode in a
gold (red) and a silver (blue) nanosphere. The ratios were calculated using Mie theory as
Γrad/Γpl = σsca/σext with σext = σsca +σabs. σext, σsca and σabs are the extinction, scattering
and absorption cross sections respectively. A surface broadening term γsurf = vF/a was
included in the metal dielectric function, where vF is the Fermi velocity of the metal
and a the nanosphere radius.53 The dielectric function of the background medium was
set to εm = 1.77. (c) Minimum plasmon line width Γb and (d) maximum quality factor
Q = ωpl/Γb for gold (red) and silver (blue) nanoparticles, as imposed by the bulk damping
Γb of the metal. The values were calculated from fits of the dielectric functions from Ref.
65 for Au and Ref. 66 for Ag using Eq. (2.3).

the nanoparticle.20 These "hot" carriers can be used for photocatalysis.21,22 Recently it
was suggested that strongly nonuniform near fields at the particle surface increase Γsurf .67

Surface damping therefore also occurs in larger nanoparticles with sharp edges and in
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2.1. Plasmonics

nanoparticle assemblies with electromagnetic hot spots.68,69

2.1.3. Plasmonic oligomers and dark plasmon modes

When two or more metallic nanoparticles are brought close together their plasmonic exci-
tations interact via the electromagnetic near field.5,10 The interaction between plasmonic
nanoparticles is intuitively described by the language of molecular orbital theory.15,70

Oligomers, i.e., the assembly of metallic nanoparticles, can be thought as "plasmonic
molecules" which support plasmon modes that arise from an hybridization of the individual
nanoparticle excitations. This is illustrated for an Au nanodisk dimer in Fig. 2.4a. The
dipolar excitations of the two nanodisks hybridize into four plasmon modes, of which
two are binding (plasmon energy lowered) and two are anti-binding (plasmon energy
increased).15 The hybridization model is a powerful tool to understand the plasmonic
modes of complex metallic nanostructures and their energetic order. It can be even applied
to nanostructures with voids and core-shell nanoparticles.10,15 On the other hand, the
model provides no information about which modes are optically active and can be excited
by light.

The plasmonic modes of a metallic nanostructure are classified based on their net dipole
moment.15,16 Modes with a net dipole moment couple efficiently to far field radiation
and are termed "bright". Modes with a vanishing net dipole moment are termed "dark"
as they are in most cases optically inactive. These can be higher-order modes in single
nanoparticles or anti-symmetric combinations of dipoles in oligomers.15,17 According to
this classification, the two modes (2) and (4) in Fig. 2.4a are identified as bright because
they arise from the symmetric hybridization of the single nanoparticle dipoles. The modes
(1) and (3) are comprised of anti-symmetric dipole combinations and are dark. Dark
plasmons benefit from suppressed radiative losses that lead to a narrower spectral line
width and a longer life time. They are ideal excitations for optical energy storage on the
nanoscale, sensing applications, and waveguiding.11,18

The hybridization diagram in Fig. 2.4a was obtained from the simulated absorption
cross sections in Fig. 2.4b. The bright modes are directly excited by illuminating the dimer
from the top with linearly polarized light, along (4, red), and perpendicular (2, green) to
the dimer axis. Even though the vanishing dipole moment implies an inactivity of dark
plasmons, this is only strictly true if the size of the nanostructure is much smaller than
the light wavelength. Plasmonic oligomers have dimensions on the order of 50 - 300 nm10

which opens a route for the optical excitation of dark plasmons with special illumination

11
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ba c

d

Figure 2.4. Plasmon hybridization and dark plasmons. (a) Hybridization diagram of an
Au nanodisk dimer. The surface charges (red - positive, blue - negative) were calculated
with the boundary elements method52 and the energies obtained from the absorption
cross sections in (b). (b) Simulated absorption cross sections of a gold nanodisk dimer
with 100 nm disk diameter, 20 nm height and 20 nm gap embedded in a medium with
nmed = 1.33. The plasmon modes illustrated in (a) were selectively excited by (1, blue)
illumination with radially polarized light as shown in (d), (2, green) illumination from top
with linear polarization perpendicular to the dimer axis, (3, orange) illumination with
linear polarization from the side as shown in (c) and (4, red) illumination from the top with
linear polarization along the dimer axis. The dashed line shows the dipole plasmon energy
of a single nanodisk. Simulations were carried out with the software package Lumerical
FDTD solutions. Panels (b) and (c) were adapted from Publication P1 of my thesis.

techniques; see below. Mode (3) of the nanodisk dimer, for example, may be excited by
the retarded electric field component of linearly polarized light that impinges on the dimer
from the side (Fig. 2.4c). This illumination scheme was suggested by us in Publication P1
of this thesis and recently realized experimentally by Jiang et al. 71 The absorption cross
section of (3) is larger than for the bright modes and the peak narrower by a factor of
two, which demonstrates the reduced radiative damping (Fig. 2.4b, orange). Mode (1),
as a second example, can be optically excited by generating a polarization pattern of the
incoming light that matches the plasmonic dipole configuration in the two nanodisks (Fig.
2.4d).19,72 The spectral line width is again much narrower than for the bright modes (Fig.
2.4b, blue).

The approaches for the optical excitation of dark plasmons can be categorized into
specific illumination techniques and specific nanostructure designs. Generally, all dark
plasmon modes can be excited and mapped by an electron beam because of its strong spatial
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2.1. Plasmonics

localization.17,51 This concept was also implemented optically by using the evanescent
fields of localized emitters or waveguides as an excitation channel.16,73 Several approaches
have been suggested and demonstrated for the excitation of dark plasmons with far field
radiation. These include spatial polarization patterns (see Fig. 2.4d),19,72 orbital angular
momentum beams,74 field retardation (see Fig. 2.4c)75,76 and coupling to the magnetic field
component.77,78 Coming to nanostructure designs, dark plasmons were partially turned
bright by making nanostructures asymmetric.79–81 The interaction of originally dark modes
with bright modes of the same nanostructure leads to Fano dips in the scattering spectra
that are ideal for refractive index sensing.18,82

One of the most important properties of plasmonic oligomers for applications are
electromagnetic field hot spots in the tiny gaps between the nanoparticles.6,10 Fig. 2.5a
shows the enhancement of the electric field amplitude around a gold nanodisk dimer.
The enhancement is largest in the gap because of a field line crowding between the two
nanodisks that arises from the optical excitation of the bonding plasmon mode (4) in Fig.
2.4a. When the nanodisks are moved closer together, the field enhancement increases
dramatically up to |E|2/|E0|2 = 2 · 104. For gap sizes below 1nm the enhancement
would decrease again because of the tunneling of electrons between the two nanodisks.83

The excitation energy for which the maximum enhancement occurs is red shifted when
decreasing the gap size because of a stronger coupling between the two nanodisks (Fig.
2.5b).15 The large concentration of electromagnetic energy in the nanometre gaps between
metallic nanoparticles is used to enhance optical processes in nearby materials and is the
basis for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (see Section 2.2.3).

With the advance of nanotechnology in the last decades several fabrication techniques
have been established for the synthesis of plasmonic oligomers.10 The most prominent
top-down approach is electron-beam lithography.58,84,85 It is used to fabricate assemblies
of nanodisks with large control over their geometry and arrangement on a substrate (Fig.
2.6a). The plasmonic nanostructures used in Project P5 of this thesis were fabricated
with this technique. One of the biggest challenges of electron beam lithography is the
control over the interparticle gap sizes, especially for gaps below 10 nm.84 To tackle this
challenge, bottom-up approaches are more promising.86–88 Gold and silver nanoparticles
can be grown from metal seeds in solution87,88 (Fig. 2.6b). By a functionalization with
ligand molecules, the nanoparticles can arrange into two- and three-dimensional clusters
via a self-assembly process (Figs. 2.6c and d).86,88 As the interparticle gaps are determined
by the length of the ligand molecules, small (2-5 nm) and reproducible gaps are obtained.
The controlled arrangement on a substrate is however a challenge. One promising route
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ba

Figure 2.5. Formation of an electromagnetic hot spot in the gap of a gold nanodisk
dimer. (a) Simulated enhancement of the electric field amplitude around the nanodimer
for different gap sizes of 20 nm, 10 nm and 2 nm, from top to bottom. The scale bars are
20 nm. (b) Excitation energy dependence of the near field intensity enhancement in the
center of the interparticle gap. The near field distribution in (a) is shown for the excitation
energies that lead to the largest field enhancement. The simulations were carried out with
the boundary elements method.52

towards large structural order over multiple length scales is the periodic arrangement
of nanoparticles into close-packed lattices via a self-assembly process at a liquid-liquid
interface (Fig. 2.6e).89 Such nanoparticle films were used in Projects P1 and P2 of this
thesis.

400 nm

a b c d e

Figure 2.6. Plasmonic gold nanostructures fabricated with different approaches. (a) Nan-
odisk dimers produced by electron beam lithography on a substrate surface.58 (b) Spherical
nanoparticles grown from metal seeds in solution.90 (c) Self-assembled two dimensional86
and (d) three dimensional nanoclusters of chemically synthesized nanoparticles.91 Scale
bars in (d) are 50 nm. (e) Hexagonal lattice of chemically synthesized nanoparticles
obtained by a self-assembly at a liquid-liquid interface.89
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2.1. Plasmonics

2.1.4. Analytical and numerical modeling of localized surface

plasmons

One key advantage of plasmonic nanostructures is that their optical properties can be
modeled by classical electrodynamics.92,93 The analytic and numeric approaches are based
on a solution of Maxwell’s equations in the presence of nanoscale dielectric media. Such
problems can be tackled analytically for specific nanostructure geometries6,93 or numerically
for almost any nanostructure.92,94 In the following, I will describe and compare different
analytical and numerical approaches that are frequently used for the interpretation of
experiments and the systematic design of plasmonic nanostructures.

A simple analytical model

The main ingredients needed to model the optical response of a metallic nanoparticle are
its dielectric function, the nanoparticle geometry and the type of light source.93 I consider
a (spherical) nanoparticle illuminated by an electromagnetic plane wave. Full analytic
solutions are provided for this scattering geometry by Mie theory.6,95 I will discuss analytic
expressions obtained with the quasi-static approximation because these are most insightful.
This approximation applies to nanoparticles much smaller than the wavelength of the
incident light.

The optical properties of metals are modeled with a dielectric function

ε(ω) = εb(ω)−
ω2

p

ω2 + iωΓb/2
(2.4)

that consists of two terms:1,6 The second term describes the motion of the conduction
electrons that move freely within the bulk, where ω2

p = N e2/(ε0me) is the bulk plasma
frequency that depends on the density of free electrons N . Γb is the bulk damping discussed
in Section 2.1.2. e and me are the electron charge and mass and ε0 is the vacuum dielectric
constant. The first term εb(ω) describes the contribution from the bound electrons. In the
Drude model it is approximated as a constant εb(ω) = ε∞ that describes the screening of
the free electron response by the bound electrons far away from optical transitions.55,56,66

Figure 2.7 shows the measured refractive index n(ω) =
√
ε(ω) of (a) gold and (b) silver

(black dots) and a fit with Eq. (2.4) (orange curves). The Drude model nicely describes
the experimental data for silver in the visible spectral range.66 In the case of gold it
only describes the optical response for energies smaller than 2 eV. For larger energies,
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a b

Figure 2.7. Refractive index of (a) Au and (b) Ag. The black dots show experimental data
measured by Johnson and Christy for Au65 and Yang et al. for Ag.66 The orange lines are
a fit with the Drude model in Eq. (2.4) using εb(ω) = 12, ωp = 9.071 eV and Γb = 132
meV for Au and εb(ω) = 5, ωp = 8.9 eV and Γb = 78 meV for Ag. The blue lines are a full
fit including resonant terms in εb(ω); see e.g. Ref. 96 for Au.

the dielectric response is dominated by interband transitions from the 5d band to the
conduction band edge.55 This can be modeled by including resonant terms in εb(ω) (blue
curves).96

In the following, I will consider a single metallic nanoparticle which is small enough that
the phase of the incident light field can be approximated constant over its diameter. When
still considering the time dependence eiωt of the incident light field this is known as the
quasi-static approximation. In response to the external electric field E0eiωt, the conduction
electrons are driven periodically to one of the nanoparticle boundaries generating a
depolarization field inside the nanoparticle.56 This leads to the formation of a dipole
moment p = αE0, with the polarizability6

α(ω) = 3ε0εmVNPβ(ω) (2.5)

of the nanoparticle. VNP is the nanoparticle volume and εm is the dielectric function of
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2.1. Plasmonics

the surrounding medium. The frequency dependence of the optical response is given by6

β(ω) =
1

3L

ε(ω)− εm
ε(ω) + εm(1/L− 1)

, (2.6)

and depends on the dielectric functions of the metal and the surrounding medium. L is a
geometry dependent factor that must be included because the internal depolarization field
depends sensitively on the nanoparticle shape and polarization direction of the incident
light field; L < 1 for any nanoparticle and 1/3 for a nanosphere.56 As can be seen from
Eq. (2.6), a resonance occurs when Re[ε(ω)] + εm(1/L− 1) ≈ 0, which is often referred to
as Fröhlich condition.5,6 For metals this condition can be matched because Re[ε(ω)] < 0

below the plasma frequency ωp, which leads to pronounced localized surface plasmon
resonances in the visible spectral range. Within the Drude model the LSP frequency is
given by

ωpl =
ωp√

ε∞ + εm(1/L− 1)
. (2.7)

It depends on the type of metal via ωp and ε∞, the dielectric environment εm, and the
shape of the nanoparticle L. It was suggested recently to use β(ω) as a plasmonicity index
to classify whether an optical excitation of a nanoparticle is plasmonic or non-plasmonic
(e.g. photonic).49

The optical cross sections are obtained by dividing the power that is dissipated Pabs or
scattered Psca by the plasmonic dipole of the nanoparticle by the power density Sinc of the
incident light.1,6 This leads to the simple expressions

σabs(ω) =
Pabs

Sinc

=
km

6ε0εm
Im[α(ω)] (2.8)

for the absorption cross section and

σsca(ω) =
Psca

Sinc

=
k4
m

6πε20ε
2
m

|α(ω)|2 (2.9)

for the scattering cross section. km =
√
εmω/c is the wavenumber of the incident light.

As α(ω) ∝ VNP, the absorption cross section scales with VNP and the scattering cross
section with V 2

NP. Optical absorption therefore dominates for small nanoparticles while
scattering is most important for large nanostructures. This is the reason why internal
losses dominate over radiative losses for small nanoparticles and the reversed is true for
large nanoparticles; see Eq. (2.2) and Fig. 2.3b.
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Finally, the electric field amplitude around a small plasmonic nanoparticle can be
approximated as that of a radiating dipole1

Epl(rn) =
e−iωt

4πε0

[
k2
m(n× p)× n

eikmr

r
+ [3n(n · p)− p]

(
1

r3
− ikm

r2

)
eikmr

]
, (2.10)

when neglecting the lightning rod effect; i.e. considering a nanosphere. It consists of
a transverse far field that is radiated perpendicular to the dipole and drops with the
distance r to the nanoparticle center [left term in Eq. (2.10)]. The right term contains
longitudinal and transverse field components. It consists of a near field that drops with
1/r3 and therefore gives a considerable contribution close the nanoparticle surface. Second,
it consists of an intermediate field ∝ 1/r2 that is most important for a distance to
the nanoparticle center on the order of the light wavelength.1 The interaction between
plasmonic nanoparticles in oligomers, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, is mediated by the electric
near field.10 It is also the near field that is responsible for the large field enhancement
close to the nanoparticle surface and the formation of hot spots in interparticle gaps.6

When nanoparticles are periodically arranged into a lattice with distances on the order of
the light wavelength an interaction via the intermediate field leads to the formation of
lattice resonances that can have very large quality factors.97

Numerical approaches

All numerical methods for modeling the optical response of nanostructures rely on a process
of discretization and an algorithm that solves a set of analytic equations on finite or infinite
domains.92 They are categorized into differential or integral approaches depending on
whether Maxwell’s equations are solved in their differential or integral form.98 Fig. 2.8
shows the discretization used by the four most widely employed methods based on the
example of a gold nanorod on top of a substrate.92 In the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method the entire 3D space and time are discretized into cubic cells and Maxwell’s
equations are solved iteratively in space and time (Fig. 2.8a).99,100 This is a powerful
approach for the simulation of complex nanostructures and is applied to a wide range of
problems including the propagation of light in nanoscale materials. Another differential
approach is the finite element (FE) method where space is discretized into tetrahedral
elements which is of advantage for simulating curved surfaces (Fig. 2.8b).101 The wave
equation of the electric field is solved in the frequency domain which permits obtaining
the electromagnetic eigenmodes of a nanostructure.
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2.1. Plasmonics

a b c d

Figure 2.8. Discretization of space used in different numerical methods for the simulation
of plasmonic nanostructures, illustrated for a gold nanorod placed on top of a substrate.
Figure adapted from Ref. 92. (a) Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method where
the entire 3D space is discretized into cubes. (b) Finite element (FE) method with
a discretization of the entire 3D space into tetrahedral elements. (c) Volume-integral
equation (VIE) approaches such as the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) where only
the nanoparticle volume is discretized. (d) Surface-integral equation (SIE) methods such as
the boundary elements method (BEM) where only the nanoparticle surface is discretized.
In the last two approaches the electric field in the surrounding is calculated with Green
functions.

Integral approaches also operate in the frequency domain and rely on a discretization of
only the nanoparticle volume (Fig. 2.8c) or its surface (Fig. 2.8d), but not the surrounding
space.1,102–104 The electric field around the nanoparticle is calculated with dyadic Green
functions which makes these methods powerful for calculating the scattering of light by
nanostructures. Several hybrid approaches were developed to combine the advantages of
the aforementioned methods.94,105 In the following, I will discuss the FDTD method and a
surface-integral approach called boundary elements method (BEM) in greater detail, as
these were used in the projects associated with this thesis.

The finite-difference time-domain method is based on an algorithm that solves Maxwell’s
equations on a discrete mesh in space and time.92,99,100 The most popular algorithm was
developed by Yee in 1966.106 It is based on a rectangular grid where the electric and
magnetic field components are spatially displaced in order to calculate the curl operators
that occur in Maxwell’s equations (see Fig. 2.9a). By discretizing the differential Maxwell’s
equations, the electric field at time t is calculated from the electric and magnetic field
components at previous time steps in a leapfrog manner.92,98,100 The same applies to
the magnetic field. This algorithm only requires storing the electric and magnetic field
components of the previous time step which greatly reduces the required memory. A
criterion for the stability of the algorithm is the Courant condition99,107

c∆t <=
1√

∆x−2 + ∆y−2 + ∆z−2
, (2.11)
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where ∆t is the discretization in time and ∆x, ∆y and ∆z the discretization in space.
The rectangular mesh makes the modeling of curved interfaces a challenge. A very small
discretization is necessary to avoid staircasing effects like glowing pixels in the electric field
distribution at a nanoparticle surface (see Fig. 2.9b). Special meshing technologies, such
as non-uniform meshing108 and conformal meshing algorithms,99,109 have been developed
to circumvent this problem and reduce the required computation time and memory.

a

b

c

Figure 2.9. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. (a) Sketch of the Yee
grid that is used for an iterative solution of Maxwell’s equations in space and time. The
electric and magnetic field components are spatially displaced to calculate the numerical
curls. Figure from Ref. 110. (b) Simulated electric field enhancement around a gold
nanosphere with 50 nm diameter at λ = 530nm. A 1nm mesh is used and conformal
meshing algorithms are disabled to illustrate staircasing effects that lead to glowing
pixels at the nanoparticle surface. (c) Sketch of the computational cell that is used for a
simulation of the optical cross sections of a gold nanoparticle. A total-field scattered-field
source (box by black solid lines) separates the computational domain into a region that
contains the incident and scattered light and into a region of only the scattered light (red
arrows - polarization, blue arrow - wavevector). The power flux is recorded by monitors
(dashed lines) in the total and scattered field regions to calculate the absorption and
scattering cross sections. The computational domain is limited by perfectly matched layers
that absorb light without backreflections (gray box).

The peculiarities of FDTD are best understood from the layout and workflow of a
simulation. As an example, Fig. 2.9c shows the computational domain for simulating the
scattering and absorption cross section of a gold nanoparticle. A special light source called
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total-field scattered-field (TFSF) is used for this purpose (box of black solid lines in Fig.
2.9c).111,112 It splits the computational domain into a region that contains the total field
(incident and scattered field) and a region that only contains the field scattered by the
nanoparticle. A light pulse is injected by the source and the time dependent power flux
is recorded by monitors in the total and scattered field regions to obtain the absorption
and scattering cross sections respectively (dashed boxes in Fig. 2.9c). The simulation is
stopped when the electric field drops below a threshold. The frequency response of the
nanoparticle is then obtained from a Fourier transformation of the time signal measured
by the monitors.92,99 This way it is possible to obtain the absorption and scattering cross
sections across the entire visible spectral range from a single simulation.

The numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations in the time domain leads to several
challenges. The discretization of the entire 3D space requires a finite size of the compu-
tational domain to maintain a tractable memory effort. Special absorbing boundaries,
called perfectly matched layers (PML), have been developed to avoid backreflections that
would hinder a convergence of the simulation (grey box in Fig. 2.9c).113,114 Another option
are periodic boundary conditions in one or two directions. These require, however, that
light is injected at normal incidence to the periodic nanostructure; otherwise the field
propagation would have to be calculated forward and backward in time.92,99 The materials
are modeled based on their dielectric functions measured in experiments. As outlined
above the dielectric function of a metal is frequency dependent and the dispersion is of
central importance for the plasmon resonance frequency. The frequency-dependent data
must be turned into a time dependent susceptibility, which is not straight forward.92

Several methods have been developed to tackle this problem and avoid the storage of field
values at all times.115,116

Another numerical tool that was used in this thesis is the boundary elements method
(BEM) which was developed by G. J. Garcia de Abajo and A. Howie104,117 and implemented
as an open source software package MNPBEM by U. Hohenester and coworkers.50,52,118 The
boundary elements method relies on a discretization of a nanoparticle surface into small
elements. The surface charges and surface currents are calculated at the centroids of each
surface element (collocation method) by a solution of the Helmholtz equation for the scalar
and vector potential and Maxwell’s boundary conditions (Fig. 2.10a).50 The interaction
of the point-like surface charges and currents with those of other elements are calculated
with Green functions which are the work horse of the boundary elements method.119 There
are two approaches for the solution of the Helmholtz equation: In the direct method,
the scalar and vector potentials in 3D space are computed only from the potentials and
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their derivatives at the particle boundary using Green’s second theorem.50 The indirect
method is based on equations for the potentials that satisfy the Helmholtz equation by
construction, everywhere except at the particle boundary.104,117 It therefore relies on
artificial surface charges and currents. While the indirect method is computationally less
expensive, the direct method benefits from a physical meaning of the calculated surface
charges and currents.50 The equations used in the direct method can also be rewritten as
an eigenvalue problem which allows to calculate the plasmonic eigenmodes and plasmon
energies of metallic nanostructures (Fig. 2.10b).50

One key advantage of BEM compared to FDTD is that only the nanoparticle surface
needs to be discretized, which greatly reduces the computational effort.92 The electric fields
around the plasmonic nanostructure are calculated directly with Green functions, which
makes the calculation of the far field cross sections (extinction, scattering and absorption)

a

b c

Figure 2.10. Boundary elements method (BEM). (a) Discretization of a nanoparticle
surface by triangular elements. The surface changes σ(s) and surface currents h(s) are
calculated numerically at the center s of each element. The interaction of charges and
currents at different elements is calculated with Green functions G(s− s′). Figure from
Ref. 119. (b) Plasmon modes of a nanodisk calculated with an eigenmode expansion
using the boundary elements method. The plot shows the surface charges σ(r) (red -
positive and yellow - negative) of dipole (m = ±1), quadrupole (m = ±2), and hexapole
(m = ±3) modes. Figure from Ref. 50. (c) Simulated SERS enhancement at the surface
of a gold nanoparticle with surface roughness (top) and without (bottom) displayed with
a logarithmic scale. Figure from Ref. 120.
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straightforward.92,119 Furthermore, BEM allows to model rough metal surfaces and calculate
the electric near fields close to the surface of metallic nanoparticles having realistic
geometries (Fig. 2.10c).120,121 While surface distortions and nanoscopic roughness have
only a minor effect on the far field response, their effect on the electric field enhancement
can be dramatic, which makes accurate modeling important for applications like SERS
or nonlinear optics.120,122,123 Besides these advantages, BEM also has several drawbacks
compared to FDTD: BEM is limited to the modeling of piecewise homogeneous nanoobjects,
i.e. having a constant dielectric function within the volume of the nanoparticle.50,92,117

Furthermore, the computation of electric fields around a plasmonic nanostructure in the
presence of a substrate is not trivial as all information about the environment must be
included in the Green functions.92,118 As a frequency-domain method, BEM does not
permit to calculate the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the presence of nanoscale
media,92 and finally, an implementation of the boundary elements method for periodic
nanostructures remains missing.
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2.2. Raman scattering

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique for the optical characterization of
materials.124,125 It refers to the inelastic scattering of light by the excitation (Stokes
scattering) or annihilation (Anti-Stokes scattering) of vibrations in solid-state materials
and molecules (Fig. 2.11a and b). The technique probes the vibrational properties of
materials with visible light even though the vibrational frequencies are in the infrared. It
is, therefore, complementary to infrared absorption spectroscopy126 (Fig. 2.11c). Raman
spectroscopy is a powerful tool to probe materials properties, such as electronic states,
strain, doping, defects and temperature.124,127 The Raman spectrum is often regarded as
a fingerprint for the structure of a molecule. A bottleneck for applications is that Raman
scattering is an inherently weak effect; the Raman efficiency of a molecule is typically ten
orders of magnitude lower than its florescence yield.128,129 It is therefore experimentally
challenging to separate the Raman spectrum from the Rayleigh scattered light (Fig. 2.11d)
and often also from a much stronger fluorescence background.130 A popular technique to

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.11. Sketch of Raman scattering- and related optical processes. (a) Stokes Raman
scattering where a vibration is excited and the Raman-scattered light (orange arrow) has
less energy than the incoming light (green arrow). The scattering process involves an
intermediate state which can be real or virtual. The process is termed resonant Raman
scattering if the intermediate state is a real state. (b) Anti-Stokes Raman scattering
process where a vibration is annihilated and the Raman-scattered light has more energy
than the incoming light. (c) Infrared absorption where a vibrational transition is directly
excited by the incoming light. This process cannot involve a virtual state. (d) Rayleigh
(elastic) scattering where incoming and scattered light have the same energy.
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increase the Raman scattering efficiency is surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
which uses the intense electric fields of plasmonic hotspots to enhance the Raman scattering
rate of molecules and nanomaterials.6 In the following I will discuss the theoretical and
experimental basics of Raman scattering and introduce surface-enhanced Raman scattering
as a direct application of plasmonics.

2.2.1. Theoretical description of Raman scattering

Theoretical modeling of Raman scattering can be best understood from a phenomenological
equation for the Raman polarizability.6,125 I consider a spontaneous Stokes Raman process
which is depicted for a molecule in Fig. 2.12a and for a solid-state material in Fig. 2.12b.
The electric field Einc(ωL) of the incident laser light induces a Raman dipole moment in
the material

pR(ωS) =
↔
αR(ωL, ωS)Einc(ωL), (2.12)

where ωL is the frequency of the incoming laser light, ωS = ωL − ωvib the frequency of
the Raman-scattered light, and ωvib the frequency of the vibration that is excited. All
information about the Raman process is contained in the Raman polarizability tensor
↔
αR(ωL, ωS), which is in general a second rank tensor with components αij = α∗ji.6,124

The Raman tensor components are measured in an experiment by choosing a specific
polarization einc for the incoming light and placing an analyzer along escat in front of the
spectrometer (see Section 2.2.2). The intensity of the Raman-scattered light is in this
case6,124

IR ∝ |escat ·
↔
αR · einc|2, (2.13)

and vanishes for certain combinations of einc and escat, which is known as Raman selection
rules. The symmetry of the Raman tensor may be obtained with group theory, which
analyzes the symmetry of the vibrations and optical transitions in a material.131

The theoretical approaches to calculate the Raman tensor of a given material are
classified as macroscopic or microscopic.124 The macroscopic theories are based on a Taylor
expansion of the material susceptibility with respect to the atomic displacements.6,124,125

This leads to an intuitive picture of Raman scattering with classical equations. The
microscopic theories describe Raman scattering with time-depend perturbation theory
and give insight into the intermediate steps of a Raman scattering process.124,125,132–134 In
the following I will introduce the general theoretical framework of the latter approach for
molecules and solid-state materials.
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The explicit steps of a first-order Stokes Raman process are illustrated for a molecule
in Fig. 2.12a. The optical transitions are typically drawn in an energy level diagram of
vibronic states, which are coupled vibrational and electronic eigenstates of the molecule125

(Fig. 2.12a). The incoming laser light ωL excites an optical transition from the ground state
g to an intermediate state i. In a second step, the Raman-scattered light ωS = ωL−ωvib is
emitted by a transition from the intermediate state to a final vibronic state f . While the
initial and final states must be real vibronic states of the molecule, the intermediate state
can be virtual. If the intermediate state is a real vibronic state one speaks of resonant
Raman scattering.

A slightly different picture of Raman scattering has been established for solid-state
materials (Fig. 2.12b).124,133,134 In a solid, the vibrational and electronic states are typically
assumed to be decoupled, which is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. A
first-order Raman scattering process therefore involves three steps, which are drawn in
an exemplary electronic band structure in Fig. 2.12b. First, the incoming laser light ωL

excites a transition from the valence band εv(k) to the conduction band εc(k) or a virtual
electronic state. Second, a vibration/phonon ωpn is excited, which involves a transition to
a second intermediate electronic state (may be virtual). Third, the Raman-scattered light
ωS = ωL − ωpn is emitted by a transition to the initial electronic state in the valence band,
as energy and momentum need to be conserved. This picture nicely shows that Raman
scattering is mediated by electronic transitions even though the electronic states remain
unchanged after the scattering process.124

The scattering processes in Figs. 2.12a and b are illustrated in a more compact way by
Feynman diagrams (Figs. 2.12c and d).124,125 In these diagrams excitations are drawn as
lines and interactions as vertices. The advantage of illustrating a Raman process this way
is that the Feynman diagrams can be directly translated into Raman-scattering amplitudes
using perturbation theory (see Refs. 124 and 134 for details). The Raman tensor element
for the process depicted in Fig. 2.12c is given by the scattering amplitude125

αkl =
∑
i

〈f |Hk
pt−vib|i〉〈i|Hl

vib−pt|g〉
~ωL − (εi − εg)− iγi

, (2.14)

which corresponds to second-order perturbation theory. Each vertex of the Feynman
diagram corresponds to one of the matrix elements 〈f |Hk

pt−vib|i〉 and 〈i|Hl
vib−pt|g〉 that

describe the interaction strength between the vibronic transitions of the molecule and light.
The energy denominator accounts for the excitation-energy dependence when the incident
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a

c

b

d

Figure 2.12. Microscopic description of Raman scattering in molecules and solids. (a)
First-order resonant Stokes Raman process depicted in the vibronic energy levels of a
molecule. The incoming laser light ωL induces a transition from the ground state g to
an intermediate state i. The Raman-scattered light ωL − ωvib is emitted by a transition
i→ f to the final state f . (b) First-order resonant Stokes Raman process depicted in the
electronic band structure of a solid-state material. The incoming light excites a transition
from the valence band εv(k) to the conduction band εc(k). A photon (lattice vibration)
ωpn is excited by a transition to a second intermediate state. Finally, the Raman-scattered
light is emitted by a transition to the initial electronic state. (c) and (d) depict the Raman
processes in (a) and (b) as Feynman diagrams.

light ωL is detuned from the molecular transition εi − εg. An energy broadening term γi

is included to account for the finite lifetime τi = ~/γi of the intermediate vibronic state.
The excitation of a virtual intermediate state is described as the off-resonant excitation of
a real state. It is important to note that the Raman scattering process is instantaneous
and the two steps cannot take place individually.6

Similarly, the Feynman diagram for Raman scattering in a solid-state material can be
translated into the scattering amplitude124,134

αkl =
∑
n,n′

〈f |Hk
pt−el|n′〉〈n′|Hel−pn|n〉〈n|Hl

el−pt|g〉
[~ωL − ~ωpn − (εn′ − εg)− iγn′ ] [~ωL − (εn − εg)− iγn]

, (2.15)

which corresponds to third-order perturbation theory. The scattering amplitude differs from
Eq. (2.14) for the molecule in that it contains one additional matrix element and energy
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dominator. The interaction Hamiltonians Hpt−el, Hel−pn and Hel−pt account explicitly for
the photon-electron and electron-phonon coupling in the three steps of the Raman process
(Fig. 2.12b and d). The energy denominators vanish when the incoming laser light ωL

matches an electronic transition εn− εg and when the Raman-scattered light ωS = ωL−ωpn

matches an electronic transition εn′ − εg. This leads to incoming- and outgoing Raman
resonances, which can be observed experimentally by measuring the intensity of a Raman
mode as a function of excitation energy.124,134

The different descriptions for Raman scattering in molecules and solids arise from the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation that decouples the vibrational and electronic states. In
fact, this approximation also applies well to the vibronic states of molecules and is often
used when calculating the matrix elements in Eq. (2.14).125 The connection of the two
descriptions was discussed in detail in Refs. 134,135.

2.2.2. Experimental methods

A typical set up for polarized micro-Raman spectroscopy, as it was used in this thesis,
is shown in Fig. 2.13.124,127,136 The monochromatic light of a laser is guided through a
beam splitter (BS) into an optical microscope and focused on the sample. The Raman-
and Rayleigh-scattered light is collected and collimated by the same microscope objective
(backscattering configuration). A notch filter (NF) rejects the Rayleigh-scattered light such
that only the Raman-scattered light passes into a spectrometer. The Raman spectrum is
finally recorded with a CCD detector.137

laser BS

M

NF A

substrate

P λ/2 or λ/4

CCD
detector

grating

M
M

optical
microscope

spectrometer

λ/2

Figure 2.13. Typical set up of a micro-Raman spectrometer, which consists of a laser, an
optical microscope, a spectrometer with CCD detector and the optical elements: polarizer
- P, half-wave plate λ/2, quarter-wave plate λ/4, beam splitter BS, mirror M, notch filter
NF and analyzer A.
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The experimental challenge of Raman spectroscopy is to efficiently collect the weak
Raman signal and separate it from other light sources, such as the Rayleigh-scattered light
and stray light.124 This requires optimized optical components, an efficient collection and
isolation of the Raman-scattered light and a set up that rejects stray light. A continuous-
wave (CW) laser is most suitable as light source for spontaneous Raman scattering because
of its narrow spectral line width. Advanced Raman set ups often contain continuously
tunable lasers, based on Ti-doped sapphire (700 nm - 1000 nm),138 dye molecules (250 nm -
1000 nm from overlapping and frequency doubled ranges for different dye molecules)139 and
most recently optical parametric oscillators (450 nm - 650 nm and 900 nm - 1300 nm).140

The detection of the Raman-scattered light with tunable lasers is more challenging than for
fixed excitation wavelength. The suppression of elastically-scattered light is accomplished
with edge filters or triple-grating spectrometers.124

Figure 2.13 also shows the optical components that are needed for a full polarization
control.127 I first discuss the set up for linear light polarization, in which a half-wave plate
(λ/2) is placed in front of the microscope objective. The incoming laser light is linearly
polarized by a polarizer (P) and rotated by the λ/2 plate to any polarization direction on
the sample. The Raman-scattered light passes back through the λ/2 plate and is rotated
back by the same angle as the incoming light (but opposite direction). The polarization
component of the detected Raman-scattered light is chosen with a combination of a λ/2
plate and an analyzer (A) in front of the spectrometer. The analyzer is fixed to one
polarization direction because the spectrometer typically has a polarization-dependent
sensitivity. This set up allows for parallel and crossed polarization of the incoming- and
Raman-scattered light with any polarization angle on the sample. By placing a quarter-
wave plate (λ/4) in front of the microscope objective in stead of the λ/2 plate, the sample
is characterized with circularly polarized light. If the incident- and Raman-scattered light
have the same handedness one speaks of circular-corotating polarization and for opposite
handedness of circular-contrarotating polarization. The two polarization configurations
are chosen by the orientation of the λ/2 plate in front of the spectrometer.

2.2.3. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering

As described in the previous section, a Raman scattering process corresponds to second-
or third-order perturbation theory and is therefore an intrinsically weak effect. Surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a popular technique for increasing the sensitivity of
Raman spectroscopy.6,30,31 It is based on the giant increase in the Raman polarisability
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of a molecule close to a rough metal surface or a metallic nanostructure.6,30,32,141 The
major underlying enhancement mechanism is the excitation of localized surface plasmon
resonances, which generate intense electromagnetic near fields driving the Raman process
(Section 2.1.3).6,32 Furthermore, the SERS intensity is affected by interactions of the
molecule with the metal surface which is often referred to as chemical enhancement.142,143

The enhancement can be strong enough to detect the Raman spectrum of a single molecule,
making SERS an important tool for analytical chemistry.31,33,34 In the following, I will
briefly introduce the different enhancement mechanisms and discuss some experimental
and theoretical challenges.

When placing a molecule or nanomaterial inside a plasmonic hotspot at position r0, the
Raman dipole

pR(r0, ωS) =
↔
αR(ωL, ωS) [Einc(r0, ωL) + Epl(r0, ωL)] (2.16)

is not only induced by the incident light field Einc, but also by the plasmonic near
field Epl.1,6,32 The plasmonic near field enhances the Raman dipole by a factor fin =

1 + Epl(r0, ωL)/Einc(r0, ωL), under the assumption that the plasmonic near field and the
incident field are parallel. The field that is radiated by the Raman dipole to a detector at
position r∞

E(r∞, ωS) =
ω2

S

ε0c2

↔
G(r∞, r0)pR(r0, ωS) (2.17)

is calculated with the Green function of the overall system
↔
G(r∞, r0).1 The Green function

can be split into a part that describes the direct radiation of Raman-scattered light into
free space

↔
G0(r∞, r0) and a second part that describes the emission of the Raman-scattered

light via the plasmonic nanostructure
↔
Gpl(r∞, r0) ≈ Epl(r0, ωS)/Einc(r0, ωS)

↔
G0(r∞, r0). By

combining Eqs. (2.17) and (2.16), the intensity of the Raman-scattered light is1

ISERS =
ω4

S

ε20c
4

∣∣∣∣(1 +
Epl(r0, ωS)

Einc(r0, ωS)

)
↔
G0(r∞, r0)

↔
αR(ωL, ωS)Einc(r0, ωL)

(
1 +

Epl(r0, ωL)

Einc(r0, ωL)

)∣∣∣∣2 .
(2.18)

It differs from the Raman intensity without a plasmonic nanostructure by the two factors
fin = 1 + Epl(r0, ωL)/Einc(r0, ωL) and fout = 1 + Epl(r0, ωS)/Einc(r0, ωS) that constitute
the electromagnetic enhancement factor

EFem =

∣∣∣∣(1 +
Epl(r0, ωL)

Einc(r0, ωL)

)(
1 +

Epl(r0, ωS)

Einc(r0, ωS)

)∣∣∣∣2 (2.19)

of the SERS intensity.1,6,32 When neglecting the Raman shift, the SERS intensity scales
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with (Epl/Einc)
4 which is known as the E4-enhancement approximation. The local field

enhancement Epl(r, ω)/Einc(r, ω) can be calculated analytically or numerically for almost
any plasmonic nanostructure (see Section 2.1.4) making the electromagnetic enhancement
theory a powerful tool for the design of SERS substrates with large enhancement.32 The
electromagnetic enhancement can exceed ten orders of magnitude in the hotspot of a
plasmonic nanostructure;6 see e.g. the field enhancement from the gold nanoparticle dimer
with 2 nm gap in Fig. 2.5a. A drawback of the electromagnetic enhancement factor in Eq.
(2.19) is that it does not provide insight into the intermediate steps of a SERS process,
which is key for studying the dependence of the SERS signal on excitation energy. This
was a key reason why I developed the description of SERS within the microscopic theory
of Raman scattering in my thesis.

Chemical enhancement encompasses a number of effects that concern the interaction of
a molecule with a metal surface and molecule-molecule interactions.142 Metal and molecule
may form hybridized- or charge-transfer states that induce new SERS resonances.142,144–146

The interaction of a molecule with the metal surface may shift its absorption which leads
to an increase or decrease of the SERS intensity dependent on the excitation energy.6,147

Furthermore, the Raman polarizability changes when molecules form aggregates which
affects the experimental SERS enhancement factor when the molecules in the reference
measurement are in a different state.129 Except for special cases, chemical enhancement
provides less enhancement (10−103) than the plasmonic enhancement mechanism.143,148 Its
modeling is a challenge as it typically requires an atomistic description of the metal surface
and the molecule with density functional theory (DFT).142,143 Hybrid electromagnetic-DFT
approaches were developed to calculate the plasmonic and chemical enhancement of specific
molecules on the surface of a plasmonic nanoparticle.149 The calculated enhancement
factors, however, depend on a large number of parameters which are typically unknown in
an experiment.

The major experimental challenge of SERS is to make the effect quantitative.6,35,36 Even
though SERS was discovered more than 40 years ago it is still quite demanding to predict
the outcome of a SERS experiment, such as the SERS enhancement and its dependence
on excitation energy. The reason is the large number of effects that simultaneously
affect the SERS signal; see discussion in the previous paragraphs. Recent experimental
work aimed at designing SERS substrates with well defined plasmonic hot spots and
molecule positioning, which allows a direct comparison to theory (Fig. 2.14).29,36,83,151–154

By encapsulating molecules in the nanometer gap between a gold nanoparticle and a
flat gold substrate it was demonstrated that mobile atomic scale protrusions of the gold
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Figure 2.14. Selection of recent SERS experiments with well-defined plasmonic hotspots and
positioning of molecules. (a) Molecules inside a nanoparticle-on-mirror cavity. The SERS
intensity is affected by the formation of sub-nm cavities which lead to temporal fluctuations
of the SERS signal. Figure adapted from Ref. 150. (b) Uniform and reproducible SERS
spectra of dye molecules encapsulated inside the nanogaps of special gold nanoparticles using
DNA (see inset). Figure adapted from Ref. 36. (c) Isolating the plasmonic enhancement
of SERS by encapsulating molecules inside carbon nanotubes. The encapsulated molecules
were placed into the hotspot of a gold nanoparticle dimer (left, top) and the SERS
enhancement (right) was compared to FDTD simulations (left, bottom). Figure adapted
from Ref. 151. (d) Using graphene to read out the plasmonic near field enhancement of a
gold nanoparticle dimer. Figure from Ref. 29.

surface strongly affect the SERS signal and lead to time-dependent intensity fluctuations
(Fig. 2.14a).150,153 These intensity fluctuations could be avoided by placing dye molecules
at well defined positions inside gold nanobridged nanogap substrates using DNA (Fig.
2.14b).36 Special SERS substrates were also designed in the Reich group that allowed
studying SERS. By placing carbon nanotubes with encapsulated dye molecules into the
gap of a gold nanoparticle dimer it was possible to isolate the plasmonic enhancement
and draw a direct comparison to theory (Fig. 2.14c).151,154,155 Furthermore, graphene was
used to study the excitation-energy dependence of the SERS enhancement because of its
wavelength-independent Raman polarizability (Fig. 2.14d).29,156 The latter system was
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used in this thesis to analyze the nanoscale strain and doping in graphene induced by a
gold nanostructure (see Publication P5 of my thesis).
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2.3. Graphene

Graphene is a two-dimensional sheet of carbon atoms that are arranged in a honeycomb
lattice.157,158 Discovered in 2004 among the first two-dimensional materials, graphene is
a true wonder material in terms of electronic, optical and mechanical properties.157,159

The charge carriers in graphene mimic the properties of massless relativistic particles,
which leads to a record high mobility and ballistic transport over micrometers.160–163 Even
though graphene is atomically thin, it possesses an exceptionally large optical absorption
of πα ≈ 2.3%, where α is the fine-structure constant.164,165 The lattice is stabilized
by sp2 bonds which make graphene resistant against breaking and leads to the highest
stiffness and strength ever recorded.166,167 The exceptional properties make graphene
a promising material for applications such as flexible electronics, optoelectronics, high-
frequency transistors, biosensors and energy storage devices.159 In this thesis I interfaced
graphene with plasmonic nanostructures to enhance its optical absorption and to read out
nanoscale strain and doping with surface-enhanced Raman scattering (see Publications
P3 and P5 of my thesis). In the following, I will introduce the electronic, optical, and
vibrational properties of graphene.

2.3.1. Electronic and optical properties

The electronic properties of graphene are best understood by taking a look at its fundamen-
tal building block – carbon.127,158 The hybridization of one 2s orbital with two 2p orbitals
into three sp2 orbitals leads to the arrangement of carbon atoms into a two-dimensional
honeycomb lattice, called graphene (see Fig. 2.15a).158 The lattice is stabilized by covalent
σ bonds that arise from the spatial overlap of sp2 orbitals from neighboring carbon atoms.
This makes graphene one of the strongest materials on earth, having a breaking strength
of 42 N/m and an in-plane stiffness of up to 300 N/m.166,168 In addition to the sp2 or-
bitals, one p orbital remains per carbon atom and points perpendicular to the graphene
lattice. The overlap with neighboring p orbitals leads to the formation of bonding π and
antibonding π∗ orbitals that constitute the valence and conduction band of graphene (Fig.
2.15b, c).127,158,169

The electronic band structure of graphene is described exceptionally well with a tight-
binding model.169,171 Figure 2.15b shows a comparison of graphene’s band structure from
ab-initio calculations (black solid lines) and a tight-binding model (red dashed lines).170,171

Interactions up to third-nearest neighbors must be included in order to reproduce the
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b

a c

Figure 2.15. Electronic properties of graphene. (a) Graphene lattice (right) and carbon
valence orbitals (left). The σ orbitals form strong covalent bonds between the carbon
atoms; the π orbitals are delocalized over the graphene lattice and are responsible for
graphene’s electronic and optical properties. (b) Electronic band structure of graphene
from ab-initio calculations of Lherbier et al.170 (black solid lines for valence and conduction
band; gray solid lines for bands from σ orbitals). The red dotted lines are a fit with
a tight-binding model from Reich et al.171 including up to third-nearest neighbors. (c)
Valence and conduction band of graphene calculated with the same tight-binding model
as in (b). The two bands touch at the six K points in the shape of cones. A contour plot
of the valence band is shown below the three-dimensional band structure.

ab-initio band structure.171 Details on the implementation of the band structure and
electronic wave functions with the tight-binding model are provided in Publication 3
of my thesis. The electronic and optical properties of graphene are determined by the
valence and conduction band, touching in the shape of cones at the six K points of the
Brillouin zone (Fig. 2.15 c). Graphene is therefore a semimetal, with the Fermi level at
the crossing points of the bands for zero doping. A saddle point close to the M point gives
rise to excitonic properties of graphene in the UV.172 The σ bands are strongly separated
in energy (∼12 eV at the Γ point) and their contribution to the electronic and optical
properties are negligible.

Most of graphene’s fascinating properties arise from its unusual band structure close to
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the K points.160,173 The electronic dispersion

E(k) ≈ ±~vF|k| (2.20)

is approximated as a linear function of wave vector k; where k is the vector to the K point
in phase space. The slope is given by the electronic group velocity vF ≈ 8.5 · 105 m/s,
called Fermi velocity.158 Within the linear-band approximation, the charge carriers in
graphene are described by the Hamiltonian158,174

H = vFσ · p (2.21)

where σ = (σx σy) is a vector that contains the Pauli matrices

σx =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i

i 0

)
, (2.22)

and p = −i~∇ is the momentum operator. The Hamiltonian is formally equivalent with
the Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonian for particles with zero rest mass, such as neutrinos.158,174

The charge carriers in graphene are therefore regarded as massless Dirac fermions moving
at the speed vF ≈ c/300, where c is the velocity of light in vacuum.160,173 This explains
graphene’s record-high carrier mobility of 200, 000 cm2V−1s−1 which enables ballistic
transport over several micrometers.161–163 As the unit cell of the graphene lattice consists
of two atoms, the Brillouin zone contains two inequivalent K points. The Pauli matrices
in Eq. (2.21) do not act on the electron spin, but on the electrons in the two sublattices,
which is called valley pseudospin.175,176

One striking consequence of graphene’s linear band structure is a constant optical
absorption of Pabs = πα ≈ 2.3% across the entire infrared and visible spectral range (Fig.
2.16a), where α = e2/(4πε0c~) is the fine structure constant.164,165 The optical absorption
increases slightly when approaching the UV spectral range because of deviations from
the linear energy dispersion, called trigonal warping, and the excitation of a saddle-point
exciton at 4.5 eV.172 The absorption increases step-wise by 2.3% with additional graphene
layers such that the opacity of a graphene sheet may be used to count the number of layers
(Fig. 2.16a).164 The constant optical absorption of πα is derived from the tight-binding
description of graphene’s electronic states.164,177,178 I will outline the basic steps in the
following paragraph.

The time-averaged energy of an incident light field with frequency ω that is absorbed
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a b

c

Figure 2.16. Optical absorption of graphene and its enhancement by plasmonic nano-
structures. (a) Light transmittance through a monolayer of graphene. Blue circles show
measured data, the red line the calculated transmittance from an absorbance of πα = 2.3%
and zero reflectance, and the green line the calculated transmittance from a full tight-
binding calculation. The inset shows the transmittance of white light for up to five layers.
Figure adapted from Ref. 164. (b) Sketch of a graphene-based photodetector in which the
photocurrent is enhanced by a lattice of plasmonic nanoparticles, and (c) photocurrent
enhancement as a function of excitation wavelength. Figures (b) and (c) from Ref. 179.

by graphene is Wabs = 〈η〉~ω. It contains the averaged transition rate

〈η〉 = gvgs

∫
d2k

(2π)2
η(k) (2.23)

that is calculated with the Fermi Golden rule

η(k) =
2π

~
|Mel−pt(k)|2δ(2~vF|k| − ~ω) (2.24)

by integration over all wave vectors k around the K point. gv = 2 is the valley degeneracy
and gs = 2 the spin degeneracy. The matrix element Mel−pt(k) = 〈kπ∗|Hel−pt|kπ〉 is
calculated with the interaction Hamiltonian Hel−pt = ievF/(2ω)σ · Ept that is obtained
from Eq. (2.21) with the Peierl’s substitution p → p + ie/(2ω)Ept. Ept is the electric
field amplitude of the incident light field. Using the tight-binding wave functions (see
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Publication P3 of my thesis for details)

|kπ〉 =
1√
2

(
1

−kx+iky
|k|

)
, |kπ∗〉 =

1√
2

(
1

kx+iky
|k|

)
(2.25)

the averaged transition rate is 〈η〉 = e2E2
pt/(8~2ω). The optical absorption of graphene

is obtained by dividing Wabs by the time-averaged energy flux of the incident light field
Winc = ε0cE

2
pt/2, which results in

Pabs =
Wabs

Winc

=
e2

4ε0c~
= πα. (2.26)

An optical absorption of 2.3% appears large for a monolayer of atoms, but is too small for
efficient photodetection. A promising route to enhance the photocurrent in graphene-based
optoelectronic devices is the combination with plasmonic nanostructures.24 Several layouts
of hybrid photodetectors have been proposed in which graphene was interfaced with
lattices of plasmonic nanoparticles (Fig. 2.16b).179–181 The photocurrent was enhanced
by the localized surface plasmon of the metallic nanoparticles (Fig. 2.16c) and exceeded
an order of magnitude for specific designs. A detailed understanding of the photocurrent
generation remained, however, missing because of the various underlying enhancement
mechanisms.25–28 This motivated me to develop a microscopic theory for the enhancement
of graphene’s optical absorption by the optical near field of a plasmonic nanoparticle
lattice (see Publication P3 of my thesis).

2.3.2. Vibrational properties

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool for characterizing the properties of graphene, such as
strain, doping, defects, and the number of layers.182,183 This is possible because graphene’s
Raman peaks arise from an exceptionally strong interplay of the electronic and vibrational
states. As the unit cell consists of two atoms, the phonon band structure contains three
transverse (T) and three longitudinal (L) branches, of which four are in-plane vibrations
(i) and two are out-of-plane vibrations (o) (Fig. 2.17a).127,182,184 The phonons are further
categorized as optic (O) when the two atoms of the unit cell vibrate against each other
and otherwise as acoustic (A). As the momentum of a photon is small compared to the
extension of the Brillouin zone, Raman scattering typically probes optical phonons close
to the Γ point.124

The Raman spectrum of graphene is shown in Figure 2.17b. It contains two prominent
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Figure 2.17. Vibrational properties of graphene. (a) Phonon band structure of graphene
from DFT calculations with GW correction, containing three acoustic (A) and three
optical (O) branches. The branches furthermore belong to transverse (T) or longitudinal
(L) phonons that are either in-plane (i) or out-of-plane (o). Figure adapted from Ref. 185
with terminology from Ref. 182. (b) Experimental Raman spectrum of graphene adapted
from Ref. 186. (c) Lattice vibrations associated with the G mode (Γ− E2g) and the 2D
mode (Γ − A1g). Figure adapted from Ref. 184. (d) Intermediate steps of the Raman
scattering processes of the G mode (left) and the 2D mode (right) depicted in the linear
energy dispersion of graphene close to the K points. The Raman processes involve two
electronic transitions (blue and red arrows) and the excitation of phonons (black dashed
arrows).

Raman modes called G and 2D.187 The G peak is the only Raman mode of graphene
that arises from a first-order Raman process. It probes the degenerate iLO and iTO
phonons close to the Γ point, Fig. 2.17a, that correspond to a lattice vibration with E2g

symmetry (Fig. 2.17c).182,184,188 The intermediate steps of the Raman process are shown
in Fig. 2.17d, left. Besides the depicted resonant Raman process, off-resonant Raman
processes across the entire Brillouin zone contribute equally to the G mode intensity.189,190

The reason is destructive interference of Raman processes with opposite wave vector, which
leads to a complete disappearance of the calculated G mode when using the linear band
approximation.
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The 2D mode stems from a second-order Raman process that involves two iTO phonons
close to the K point with A1g ⊕ E2g symmetry (Fig. 2.17a).182,185,191 The A1g vibrations
at the K point are shown in Fig. 2.17c, right.184 The large intensity of the 2D mode is
explained by a double resonant Raman process that is depicted in the band structure
of graphene in Fig. 2.17d, right.191,192 It involves resonant scattering processes between
two valleys by two phonons with same magnitude but opposite wave vector (dashed
arrows). As different phonons are required when changing the excitation energy the 2D
mode is dispersive, shifting with ≈ 100 cm−1/eV.191 The Raman spectrum of graphene
contains additional peaks from second-order Raman processes. The D mode arises from a
similar Raman process as the 2D mode, involving the scattering by one defect and one
phonon instead of two phonons.185,191 It is thus used to measure the amount of defects in
graphene.193,194 The 2D’ mode probes iLO phonons close to the Γ point based on a similar
scattering processes as the 2D mode.185,195

The Raman modes of graphene are sensitive to charge doping.196,199 The G mode shifts
significantly (≈ 15 cm−1 per 1013 cm−2 electron concentration) to larger wavenumbers
upon electron, and hole doping (Fig. 2.18a).196,199 The reason is a Kohn anomaly (kink
with linear dispersion) of the optical phonons at the Γ and K points in the phonon
band structure (see Fig. 2.17a).200 This anomaly disappears upon doping because of
a break down of the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation.201,202 The G mode
furthermode narrows spectrally because of a suppression of electron-phonon relaxation by
Pauli blocking.201 The 2D mode also shifts to larger wavenumbers for hole doping, but
remains constant for electron doping below ≈ 2 · 1013 cm−2 followed by a nonlinear down
shift for larger doping levels.196,199 This occurs because of a combination of adiabatic and
non-adiabatic effects.196

Besides doping, the vibrational frequencies are shifted and split by strain and the
Raman intensities depend on the polarization of the incoming and detected light.197,198,203

Any in-plane strain configuration can be decomposed into a hydrostatic and a shear
component.198,204 Hydrostatic strain leads to a downshift for tensile strain and upshift
for compressive strain by 28 cm−1/% for the G mode, which was measured in an ex-
periment with graphene bubbles (Fig. 2.18b).197 Similarly the 2D mode is shifted by
≈ 65 cm−1/%.197,205 Shear strain leads to a splitting of the Raman modes by 20 cm−1/%
for the G mode, whereas reliable values for the 2D mode remain a matter of debate
(Fig. 2.18c).198,203,206,207 A more detailed introduction to the effect of strain on graphene’s
Raman spectrum is provided in Publication P4 of my thesis.

As strain and doping occur simultaneously in an experiment and are typically unknown,
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a b c

Figure 2.18. Raman spectrum of graphene in the presence of strain and doping. (a) Effect
of charge doping on the Raman spectrum of graphene (bottom) using a polymer-electrolyte
top gate (top). The applied gate voltage is given next to the Raman spectra; positive
voltages correspond to electron doping and negative voltages to hole doping. Figure
adapted from Ref. 196. (b) Raman spectrum measured in the center (bottom, blue) and
outside (bottom, red) of a pressurized graphene bubble which is shown by an AFM image
(top). The graphene bubble induces tensile hydrostatic strain in the graphene lattice.
Figure adapted from Ref. 197. (c) Effect of uniaxial strain on the Raman G mode (bottom,
left) and 2D mode (bottom, right) induced by bending a PMMA beam as flexible substrate
(top). A splitting of the 2D mode is not visible as the Raman spectra were recorded with
linearly polarized light. Figure adapted from Ref. 198.

it is a challenge to separate their contributions to the measured peak positions. Lee et al.
suggested a correlation analysis of the G and 2D mode frequencies to separate the peak
shifts by strain and doping.208 The analysis, however, required prior knowledge of the
strain configuration. This motivated me to develop a methodology for the evaluation of
strain and doping in graphene that does not require any assumption on the type of strain
as input parameter; see Publication P4 of my thesis.
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3 | Papers forming this thesis

P1. Dark Interlayer Plasmons in Colloidal Gold Nanoparticle Bi- and Few-
Layers,
Niclas S. Mueller*, Bruno G. M. Vieira*, Florian Schulz, Patryk Kusch, Valerio
Oddone, Eduardo B. Barros, Holger Lange, and Stephanie Reich,
ACS Photonics 5, 3962-3969 (2018)
(Shared first authorship with Bruno G. M. Vieira)
I performed all optical measurements and the simulations for the nanoparticle dimer,
interpreted the data and wrote the manuscript. B. G. M. Vieira performed all
simulations for the layered nanostructure with support from me. F. Schulz and H.
Lange prepared the nanostructures. F. Schulz performed the TEM measurements
together with me. P. Kusch and V. Oddone helped me to set up the optical
spectrometer for micro-absorbance measurements. E. B. Barros gave intellectual
input and partly supervised B. G. M. Vieira. The project was conceived by S. Reich
and me. All coauthors discussed the data and commented on the manuscript.

P2. Direct optical excitation of dark plasmons for hot electron generation,
Niclas S. Mueller, Bruno G. M. Vieira, Dominik Höing, Florian Schulz, Eduardo B.
Barros, Holger Lange, and Stephanie Reich,
Faraday Discussions 214, 159 (2019)
I recorded all micro-reflectance and absorbance spectra and evaluated the data.
The FDTD simulations were conducted by me with input from B. G. M. Vieira.
Time-resolved transient-absorption measurements were conducted by D. Höing under
the supervision of H. Lange. F. Schulz prepared the nanostructures and characterized
them with TEM. S. Reich derived the optical selection rules for dark interlayer modes.
E. B. Barros gave intellectual input and partly supervised B. G. M. Vieira. S. Reich
and I conceived the project and wrote the manuscript. All coauthors discussed the
data and commented on the manuscript.
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P3. Microscopic theory of optical absorption in graphene enhanced by lattices
of plasmonic nanoparticles,
Niclas S. Mueller and Stephanie Reich,
Physical Review B 97, 235417 (2018)
I performed all analytical derivations and calculations and wrote the manuscript. S.
Reich helped developing the theory, commented on the manuscript and supervised
the project.

P4. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering as a higher-order Raman process,
Niclas S. Mueller, Sebastian Heeg, and Stephanie Reich,
Physical Review A 94, 023813 (2016)
I performed all analytical derivations and calculations and wrote the manuscript.
The general framework of the theory was conceived by S. Reich, S. Heeg and me.
All authors discussed the derived expressions and calculations and commented on
the manuscript.

P5. Evaluating arbitrary strain configurations and doping in graphene with
Raman spectroscopy,
Niclas S. Mueller, Sebastian Heeg, Miriam Peña Alvarez, Patryk Kusch, Sören
Wasserroth, Nick Clark, Fredrik Schedin, John Parthenios, Konstantinos Papagelis,
Costas Galiotis, Martin Kalbác̆, Aravind Vijayaraghavan, Uwe Huebner, Roman
Gorbachev, Otakar Frank, and Stephanie Reich,
2D Materials 5, 015016 (2018)
I performed all Raman and AFM measurements, interpreted the data and wrote
the manuscript. The samples for uniaxially strained graphene were prepared by
M. P. Alvarez, M. Kalbác̆ and O. Frank. The samples consisting of graphene
deposited on gold nanostructures were prepared by S. Heeg, N. Clark, F. Schedin,
A. Vijayaraghavan, U. Huebner and R. Gorbachev. S. Wasserroth, P. Kusch and S.
Heeg performed a pre-characterization of these samples. O. Frank, J. Parthenios,
K. Papagelis and C. Galiotis gave intellectual input on the interpretation of Raman
spectra recorded with circularly polarized light. The project was conceived by S.
Reich and me. All authors discussed the data and commented on the manuscript.
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4 | Connection of the papers

The publications forming this thesis improved the understanding of optical processes
that are mediated by localized surface plasmons; see Fig. 4.1. The considered optical
processes include the optical absorption by the plasmon (P1) and its decay into hot
electrons for photocatalytic applications (P2). Moreover, the two fundamental processes
of plasmon-enhanced optical absorption (P3) and Raman scattering (P4-P5) in nearby
materials are investigated. I approached these topics from an experimental and a theory
side, with experiments (P1, P2 and P5), simulations (P1 and P2) and analytical theory
(P3 and P4). In the following I will describe the scientific projects associated with the
publications forming this thesis and their connection.

As outlined in the introduction of this thesis, plasmonic excitations are categorized
into bright and dark depending on their net dipole moment.15,16 While bright plasmons
are excited by light, dark plasmons are usually inaccessible to far field radiation. Dark
plasmons are of great interest for energy and sensing applications as the suppressed
radiative damping increases the plasmon lifetime and narrows plasmon resonances.11,18 In
the last decade various approaches have been proposed for the optical excitation of dark
plasmons.16–19,51,72–82 As discussed in the introduction of P1, existing approaches require
either specific light sources for excitation or the fabrication of complex nanostructures with
lithographic techniques. This is a great challenge for large-scale catalytic and photovoltaic
applications.

In P1 we proposed a new approach for dark plasmon excitation that is easy to implement
and scalable. Based on earlier work with gold nanodimers in the Reich group,29,151,154,209

we suggested to excite a dark plasmon by illuminating a nanodimer from the side, i.e.,
along the dimer axis (see Fig. 4.2a). Because of field retardation of the incident light, a
dark plasmon with antiparallel dipoles should be directly excited in this configuration.
I confirmed this idea by simulating the optical response of a gold nanodimer with the
finite-difference time-domain method. A new absorption peak appeared in the optical
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Figure 4.1. Connection of the publications forming this thesis (P1-P5). They study
plasmon-mediated optical processes and contain experiments (blue), simulations (green),
and analytical theory (red). Figures adapted from Publications P1-P5 of this thesis.

spectrum when illuminating the dimer along its axis which was clearly assigned to the dark
plasmon from its energetic position and spectral width. An experimental realization of this
geometry, on the other hand, appeared to be challenging because it required incident light
along a substrate surface or stacking two nanoparticles on top of each other. This brought
us to the idea to use bilayers of close-packed gold nanoparticles instead of individual dimers
(Fig. 4.2b). For this nanostructure we expected a direct excitation of the dark plasmon
by illumination from the top; an experimental realization of dark plasmon excitation was
within reach.

The fabrication of close-packed gold nanoparticle layers is the focus of several chemistry
groups that have the aim to develop scalable synthesis protocols for metamaterials and
surface-enhanced spectroscopy substrates.89,210–212 Our idea to excite dark plasmons in such
nanostructures required particle diameters that were sufficiently large for the retardation
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Figure 4.2. Summary of P1 - Dark interlayer plasmons in colloidal gold nanoparticle bi-
and few-layers. (a) Idea to excite a dark plasmon (white arrows) in a gold nanoparticle
dimer by illumination (red) along the dimer axis. The dark plasmon is excited because of
the field retardation of the incident light. (b) Concept for experimental realization of the
dark mode excitation by stacking two close-packed gold nanoparticle layers on top of each
other and illumation from the top. (c) TEM image of self-assembled monolayer (top) and
bilayer (bottom) of 46 nm gold nanoparticles. (d) Finite-difference time-domain simulation
(left) and measurement (right) of the absorbance spectra of a monolayer (blue) and bilayer
(red) of 46 nm gold nanoparticles with 2 nm gaps. The excitation of the dark plasmon is
visible as a pronounced absorbance peak at 1.5 eV in the spectra of the bilayer (2L, red)
and absent for a monolayer (1L, blue). Figures adapted from Publication P1 of this thesis.

of the incident light field to become important. Florian Schulz, from the Lange group at
the University of Hamburg, recently developed synthesis protocols for particle diameters
up to 50 nm.89 He supplied self-assembled layered nanostructures for this project (Fig.
4.2c). The nanoparticle layers were deposited on TEM grids for structural characterization.
To excite and detect dark plasmons at selected areas of the samples, I constructed a
micro-absorbance spectrometer with a measurement spot size below 1 µm2. This set up
enabled me to measure optical spectra on selected areas and correlate them with the
detailed structural information from TEM.

The optical absorbance spectrum of a gold nanoparticle bilayer contained a pronounced
peak at ∼ 1.5 eV that was absent for a monolayer (Fig. 4.2d, right). For the interpretation
of these spectra we used the nanoparticle arrangement, diameter and gap sizes obtained
from TEM as input for FDTD simulations. The simulated spectra were in excellent
agreement with experiment (Fig. 4.2d, left). The absorbance peak of the nanoparticle
bilayer was assigned to the dark plasmon in Fig. 4.2b by the simulated electric fields inside
the gold nanoparticles. From the simulations we obtained a plasmon lifetime of 7 fs, which
was three times longer than the lifetime of a bright plasmon in the same nanostructure.
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The strong red shift of 0.8 eV of the dark mode compared to the plasmon resonance of a
single gold nanosphere (2.3 eV) pointed towards a strong coupling between the plasmonic
dipoles in the two layers. From simulations we found that a change in interparticle gap
sizes of 0.5 nm already shifted the absorbance peak by 70 meV. We therefore explained
the increased spectral linewidth of the dark plasmon peak in the experiments by an
inhomogeneous broadening from variations in the gap sizes on a length scale smaller than
the laser spot.
After the concept of dark plasmon excitation by field retardation turned out to be

successful for a nanoparticle bilayer, we investigated the optical properties of nanoparticle
films with more layers. From experiments and simulations we found that with each
additional layer a new dark plasmon with vanishing net dipole was activated. The
additional dark plasmon in a trilayer had a simulated plasmon life time of 16 fs, which is
close to the limit imposed by the internal losses in gold. A spectral narrowing compared
to the dark plasmon of a bilayer was clearly visible in the experimental spectra. Based on
simulations we predicted the excitation of n− 1 dark plasmons in a film of n nanoparticle
layers. Some of these modes adopted photonic character with increasing layer number and
transmitted almost perfectly the light through the nanoparticle film.

Overall we succeeded in exciting dark plasmons in self-assembled layers of gold nanopar-
ticles. The advantages of this new approach become apparent when comparing with
other methods for dark plasmon excitation. Our approach exploits the retardation of
the incident light field; the dark plasmon is directly excited by linearly-polarized light at
normal incidence. This is a huge advantage compared to other approaches that require
complex polarization patterns of the incident light or coupling to local emitters.16,19,72

Furthermore, the nanoparticle layers can be synthesized by wet chemistry, which is a
low-cost and scalable production method. There is no need for lithographic techniques,
which are required for many nanostructure designs that were suggested to activate dark
plasmons. The resonance energy of the dark plasmons can be tuned by changing the
interparticle gaps or the layer number. This offers a route for the large-scale exploitation
of dark plasmons with tailored properties for spectroscopy and energy applications. The
concept and proof of principle results were published in the first paper forming this
thesis, Mueller et al., Dark Interlayer Plasmons in Colloidal Gold Nanoparticle Bi- and
Few-Layers, ACS Photonics 5, 3962-3969 (2018).

The increased lifetime and narrow spectral width make dark plasmons interesting for a
number of applications, such as refractive index sensing and nanoscale waveguiding.11,18
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Because of the inhibition of radiative losses, dark plasmons store energy on the nanoscale
more efficiently than bright plasmons.72 This energy can be exploited in the form of
electromagnetic hotspots to enhance light absorption and scattering in nearby materials24,31

(see P3-P5) or transform into excited uncorrelated electron-hole pairs.20 Such hot carriers
may be used to induce photocatalytic reactions on the surface of the nanoparticles or for
photothermal heat generation.21,22 While hot electrons received a lot of attention in the
last few years, only bright plasmons were considered as their excitation channel. In P2
we proposed to use the suppressed radiative damping of dark plasmons to increase the
yield of hot electrons. The gold nanoparticle layers, which were introduced in P1, are
demonstrated to be an excellent material for the generation of hot electrons via the optical
excitation of dark plasmons.
Using plasmons as a source for hot electrons requires a careful engineering of the loss

channels, which are illustrated in Fig. 4.3a. Plasmons decay radiatively into photons Γrad,
via internal damping inside the metal Γb (dephasing, intra- and interband transitions and
electron-phonon scattering), and by scattering at the surface of the metal Γsurf .14 The
latter process Γsurf is the one responsible for hot carriers with high energy and should be
maximized.20 One approach is to reduce the size of the nanoparticles below the mean free
path of the electrons, i.e. <10 nm, which will also reduce Γrad.213,214 A drawback is that
the small particle size hinders an efficient optical excitation of the plasmon as the optical
absorption cross section scales with the particle volume.53 A second approach is to increase
Γsurf by electromagnetic hotspots between the nanoparticles making use of the intense and
strongly non-uniform electric field at the particle surface which breaks the conservation
of electron momentum.67–69 As dark plasmons possess intense electromagnetic hot spots
while at the same time having a suppressed radiative damping ΓR they are, once excited,
ideal excitations for efficient hot electron generation.
In P2 we proposed the self-assembled nanoparticle layers (introduced in P1) as a

material for hot electron generation. The dark interlayer plasmons benefit from suppressed
radiative damping and at the same time absorb 50% of the incident light. The assembly
into a hexagonal lattice with interparticle gaps of 2-3 nm leads to a large density of
intense electromagnetic hot spots.211 To access the electron dynamics and measure the
hot electron population, the nanoparticle layers were characterized with time-resolved
transient absorption (TTA) spectroscopy in the Lange group.215 As Publication P2 only
includes preliminary TTA data, the outcome of these measurements will be addressed in
the outlook of this thesis.
To maximize the expected hot electron yield we proposed two ways for optimizing the
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Figure 4.3. Summary of P2 - Direct optical excitation of dark plasmons for hot electron
generation. (a) Loss channels of a plasmonic excitation, i.e., radiative decay Γrad, scattering
of electrons at the nanoparticle surface Γsurf and internal damping in the bulk metal Γb.
Γsurf generates hot electrons. (b) Optimization of the nanostructure design of a gold
nanoparticle bilayer for hot electron generation. Quality factor Q = ωpl/Γpl and its product
with the area of the dark plasmon absorbance peak as a function of the nanoparticle
diameter. (c) Simulated absorbance spectrum of a gold nanoparticle bilayer placed on top
of a gold mirror with an SiO2 spacer layer (solid line) and without substrate (dashed line).
The optical absorbance increased to 100% at the wavelength λpl of the dark interlayer
plasmon. Figures adapted form Publication P2 of this thesis.

nanostructure design. As Γsurf scales inversely with the particle size we investigated how
the properties of the dark bilayer plasmon evolve with decreasing particle size (Fig. 4.3b).
The quality factor of the plasmon resonance that is associated with the field enhancement
in the hot spots turned out to be largest for 25 nm particle diameters. The value of
Q = 22.5 approaches the limit that is imposed by Γb for gold nanostructures and implies
that Γrad is almost zero.59 To also account for the optical absorption efficiency of the dark
plasmon, we introduced the product of the quality factor with the area of the absorbance
peak as a figure of merit for hot electron generation and identified 30 nm as the ideal
particle diameter. This turned out to be much smaller than the 46 nm particle diameters
used in P1.
Finally, we found that the optical absorbance of the dark bilayer plasmon is increased

to 100% when placing the nanoparticle film on top of a gold mirror with an SiO2 spacer
(Fig. 4.3c). If the centre of the nanoparticle bilayer is placed at a quarter of the plasmon
wavelength above the gold mirror the optical absorbance is strongly enhanced by an optical
interference effect of the substrate.216,217 In this case all of the light will be channeled into
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the dark plasmon and Γrad = 0, which increases the hot electron yield by a factor of two.
In summary, we demonstrated in P2 that the dark interlayer plasmons in gold nanopar-

ticle layers are an ideal channel for hot electron generation. The concept as well as
proof-of-principle experiments and simulations were published in the second paper forming
this thesis, Mueller et al. Direct optical excitation of dark plasmons for hot electron
generation, Faraday Discuss. 214, 159-173 (2019).

The focus of projects P1 and P2 was to engineer the properties of a plasmonic excitation
itself, i.e., its optical absorption spectrum and loss channels. One main application of
plasmonics is the enhancement of optical processes in nearby materials, which will be the
focus for the remainder of this thesis. The extreme confinement of light in nanoscale gaps
between plasmonic nanoparticles increases the local electric field intensity by orders of
magnitude.6,10 When bringing molecules or a nanoscale material into these electromagnetic
hot spots, optical processes such as absorption, fluorescence, Raman scattering, and
second-harmonic generation are strongly enhanced.1,5,6 Project P3 focuses on the process
of plasmon-enhanced optical absorption at visible light frequencies. Enhanced absorption is
relevant, e.g., for increasing the photocurrent in optoelectronic or photovoltaic devices.7,12,24

At the time when I set out on this thesis, the family of two-dimensional materials
emerged as a new building block for optoelectronic devices.218–220 All types of materials,
from semimetal, direct and indirect band-gap semiconductor to insulator, are available and
can be combined by stacking.221 Due to their two-dimensionality these materials strongly
interact with their environment and their optical properties can be efficiently tuned by
doping and chemical functionalization.222,223 Being atomically thin, on the other hand,
implies a low net quantum yield for photodetection which is a bottleneck for efficient
photonic devices.24 In order to increase the overall photoresponse, a number of hybrid
optoelectronic devices were proposed that consisted of two dimensional materials as optical
read outs and plasmonic nanostructures as enhancing agents.179–181,224 In many works, an
order of magnitude plasmonic enhancement of the quantum yield was achieved.
In Project P3 we investigated plasmon-enhanced optical absorption in the two dimen-

sional carbon allotrope graphene. Graphene is particularly interesting for photodetection
as it possesses a constant optical absorption of 2.3% over a broad spectral range and an
exceptionally large carrier mobility.24,222 It was demonstrated experimentally that a lattice
of plasmonic nanoparticles deposited on top or below graphene could enhance the photocur-
rent in hybrid devices by an order of magnitude (Fig. 4.4a).179–181 The exact mechanism of
photocurrent generation, however, remained a matter of debate.25–28 Several processes, i.e.,
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Figure 4.4. Summary of P3 - Microscopic theory of optical absorption in graphene enhanced
by lattices of plasmonic nanoparticles. (a) Sketch of the experimental system considered.
(b) Sketch of a non-vertical optical transition in the bandstructure of graphene due to a
momentum transfer from the plasmonic lattice along kx (black arrow). The dotted lines
show all initial and final states in the valence and conduction band. The case of direct
optical absorption without plasmonic enhancement is illustrated by the gray lines and
arrow. (c) Photocarrier distribution around the K point calculated in the linear-band
approximation. (d) Optical absorption of graphene as a function of excitation energy with
a full tight-binding model. The cases of plasmonic enhancement (solid lines) and without
enhancement (dashed lines) are compared. Figures adapted from Publication P3 of this
thesis.

the electromagnetic field enhancement, thermoelectric effects and hot electron injection
(see P2), were proposed to contribute to the photocurrent. A deterministic device layout
therefore relies critically on theories that describe these microscopic processes.

To obtain a better understanding of how optical transitions in graphene are mediated by
the plasmonic near field, we developed a microscopic model based on perturbation theory
and on a tight-binding approximation for the electronic states of graphene. Following
previous experiments,179,180 we considered a square lattice of gold nanoparticles on top of
graphene as the plasmonic nanostructure (Fig. 4.4a). The benefit of a periodic assembly
of plasmonic nanoparticles was that we were able to derive an analytic expression for
the coupling matrix element using Fourier optics. In that way, we got insight into the
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distribution of photoexcited carriers in phase space and derived selection rules for the
plasmon-mediated optical interband transitions in graphene.

The plasmonic nanostructure induced non-vertical optical interband transitions in the
band structure of graphene around the K point (Fig. 4.4b, black arrow). In contrast,
only vertical optical transitions are allowed for direct optical absorption, i.e., without the
plasmonic nanostructure (Fig. 4.4b, gray arrow). To understand this effect I express the
electric field of the plasmonic lattice in the graphene plane as a Fourier sum

Epl,xy(r) =
∑

∆q 6=0

f̃(∆q)ei∆q·r, (4.1)

where f̃ is the Fourier amplitude and r the position in the graphene lattice. Each of the
Fourier components oscillate with a spatial frequency ∆q which has units of momentum
and takes discrete values determined by the lattice periodicity. When calculating the
plasmon-electron matrix element we obtained the selection rule that a plasmon-mediated
interband transition is allowed if the plasmonic lattice transfers a momentum ∆q to the
charge carriers in graphene. This momentum transfer is inversely proportional to the
lattice constant. More generally, the optical selection rules can be obtained for any periodic
plasmonic nanostructure by a Fourier analysis of the plasmonic near field in the graphene
plane.

The microscopic theory gives insight into the distribution of photoexcited carriers in
phase space.178 In the absence of plasmonic enhancement and for illumination with linearly
polarized light, the distribution is anisotropic around the K point and vanishes for two
angles ϕ (Fig. 4.4c, dashed line).225,226 This anisotropy is a manifestation of the sublattice
pseudospin and was measured in polarization resolved pump-probe experiments.227,228

We found that in the presence of plasmonic enhancement the carrier distribution is finite
for all angles ϕ and cannot be calculated by straight-forward multiplication with an
enhancement factor (Fig. 4.4c, solid line). This was attributed to the complex polarization
pattern of the plasmonic near field Epl,xy(r) in the xy plane. On the other hand we
confirmed that the total optical absorption, which is obtained by integration over all
optical transitions in phase space, is given by the product of the intrinsic absorption with
a purely electromagnetic enhancement factor. While the intrinsic optical absorption of
graphene (≈ 2.3%) is almost constant as a function of excitation energy (Fig. 4.4d, dashed
line), the gold nanoparticle lattice induces a plasmonic resonance at 2.3 eV which increases
the absorption to 10% (Fig. 4.4d, solid line).
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In summary, we developed a microscopic theory for the optical absorption in graphene
enhanced by a lattice of plasmonic nanoparticles. This allowed me to derive selection
rules for the plasmon-mediated optical interband transitions and to get insight into the
photocarrier distribution in phase space. The theory can be used in future works to study
the carrier dynamics in hybrid graphene-metallic nanostructure optoelectronic devices.
This work was published in the third paper forming this thesis, Mueller et al., Microscopic
theory of optical absorption in graphene enhanced by lattices of plasmonic nanoparticles,
Phys. Rev. B 97, 235417 (2018).

Plasmon-enhanced optical absorption is one of the most fundamental plasmon-mediated
optical processes. Such processes are not only used to enhance the quantum efficiency of
optoelectronic devices, but also to detect and characterize molecules.6,126,229 The latter is
the aim of surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy that uses excitation energies
in the meV range that match the vibrational transition energies of the molecules.126 A
complementary and related technique is surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) in
which molecular transitions are excited via the inelastic scattering of light.6 The benefit of
Raman scattering is that the vibrational molecular transitions are accessible with excitation
energies in the visible where the resonances of localized surface plasmons occur.6,124,125

Projects P4 and P5 focus on SERS from the theoretical and experimental side.
The phenomenon of surface-enhanced Raman scattering was discovered more than

40 years ago, but many aspects remain poorly understood.141,230 Due to the multitude
of contributing processes, it is a challenge to predict the result of a SERS experiment,
such as the magnitude of the enhancement and its excitation energy dependence. There
is a general agreement that the plasmonic enhancement mechanism is the dominant
contribution to SERS.6,32 Other processes such as the chemical interaction of the Raman
probe with the metal surface, termed chemical enhancement, are expected to change
the SERS intensity and activate new Raman modes.142,143 To explain the experimental
observations researchers have focused for many years on developing microscopic theories
for chemical enhancement.142–146 Only recently there has been a renewed interest in
revisiting plasmonic enhancement and developing theories that go beyond the classical
electromagnetic enhancement formalism.231–234

In Project P4 we developed a microscopic theory for the plasmon-enhanced Raman
processes that occur in SERS. The theoretical framework is based, similarly to Project
P3, on perturbation theory, which is known as the Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac formalism
for molecules or as the microscopic theory of Raman scattering for solid-state materials
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as Raman scatterers,124,125 see Section 2.2.1. These theories provide explicit expressions
for the vibronic or electronic resonances and are therefore standard approaches to explain
the excitation-energy dependence of the Raman cross section. Project P4 aimed at a
theory that considers the plasmonic resonances of SERS as part of the Raman process,
i.e., the plasmonic excitations are included in the Raman cross section in the same way as
the molecular resonances. This gives rise to a description of plasmon-enhanced Raman
scattering as a higher-order Raman process (HORa), which is illustrated by a Feynman
diagram in Fig. 4.5a. The four vertices of the diagram describe the basic steps of the
Raman process, i.e., photon-plasmon and plasmon-molecule interactions. The Raman
process considered by the standard electromagnetic enhancement (EM) theory is illustrated
for comparison in Fig. 4.5b. It consists only of two steps, i.e., photon-molecule interactions,
and the plasmonic enhancement, which is modeled as an increase in intensity of the
incoming and the Raman-scattered light.
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Figure 4.5. Summary of P4 - Surface-enhanced Raman scattering as a higher-order Raman
process. (a) Feynman diagram for a plasmon-enhanced Raman process which corresponds
to fourth-order perturbation theory. The Raman process consists of four steps (1)-(4)
where a photon ωpt couples via the plasmon to the vibronic ground g, intermediate j,
and final states f of a molecule, and finally the Raman-scattered light ωpt − ωvib is
emitted. (b) Feynman diagram of the same Raman process as it is implicitly described
by the EM-enhancement theory. Thick arrows illustrate an enhancement of the incoming
and Raman-scattered light intensities. (c) Sketch that illustrates how the plasmonic
enhancement is calculated. Each Feynman diagram corresponds to a Raman scattering
amplitude. (d) Calculated plasmonic enhancement of the Raman cross section for a
molecule close to a gold nanosphere. Figures adapted from Publication P4 of this thesis.
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The Feynman diagram in Fig. 4.5a corresponds to a Raman scattering amplitude,
which we calculated with perturbation theory. The plasmonic enhancement of the Raman
cross section was obtained by summing the amplitudes of all relevant Raman processes,
calculating the intensity as the absolute square and dividing by the intensity of the Raman
process without enhancement (Fig. 4.5c). The scattering amplitudes need to be summed
before calculating the absolute square, because the Raman processes have the same initial
and final states. This gives rise to interference between the different scattering pathways
which can lead to a selective increase or decrease of the enhancement for specific excitation
energies. We obtained the following analytic expression for the plasmonic enhancement
factor in SERS

EF(ωpt) =

∣∣∣∣∣ M̃1M̃2

(ωpt − ωpl − ωvib − iγpl)(ωpt − ωpl − iγpl)
+

M̃1

ωpt − ωpl − iγpl

+
M̃2

ωpt − ωpl − ωvib − iγpl

+ 1

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

(4.2)
where ωj are the energies of the plasmon "pl", the molecule "vib" and the photon "pt"
from the excitation source. γpl is the spectral width of the plasmonic excitation. M̃1 and
M̃2 are coupling factors that describe the interaction between the plasmonic excitation
and the molecular states. In Ref. 156 we used the expression in Eq. (4.2) to analyze the
excitation-energy dependence of the enhancement in a SERS experiment. By using M̃1,
M̃2, ωpl and γpl as fitting parameters, it was possible to extract the properties of the
plasmonic excitation from the experimental data.

The coupling factors M̃1 and M̃2 in Eq. (4.2) contain matrix elements that describe the
plasmon-photon, plasmon-molecule and photon-molecule interaction. The matrix elements
correspond to the vertices of the Feynman diagrams in Figs. 4.5a and c. The description of
SERS as higher-order Raman scattering required us to consider the photon-plasmon and
the plasmon-molecule interaction as two subsequent steps. We calculated the corresponding
matrix elements by a quantiziation of the plasmon.235 In Ref. 209 we demonstrated that
the matrix elements give rise to selection rules for SERS, which can be used for a rational
design of SERS substrates.

We calculated the coupling factors for a molecule coupled to a gold nanosphere and a
nanosphere dimer by deriving the eigenvectors of the plasmonic modes. The calculated
plasmonic enhancement of the Raman cross section was two to three orders of magnitude
larger than given by the electromagnetic enhancement theory (Fig. 4.5d). This appeared
to be a promising explanation for a consistently larger measured enhancement in SERS
experiments than predicted by the electromagnetic enhancement theory.36,83,151,152 We
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found, however, later that the discrepancy in Fig. 4.5d was attributed to a description
that was too simplistic for the losses in gold; the coupling factors derived in P4 were
only valid for a Drude metal. In fact only a few works attempted to quantize localized
surface plasmons so far, as it is a challenge to incorporate the various losses that occur in
noble-metal nanostructures.235–238 In Project P4, we followed the approach introduced in
Ref. 235. In a later work, we calculated the optical absorption cross section of the plasmon
with the plasmon-photon matrix element and drew a comparison to experiment. That way
we derived a correction factor that accounts for the losses in gold.239 The publication is
attached in Appendix B of this thesis.
Overall we developed a microscopic theory of plasmonic enhancement in SERS that

considers SERS as higher-order Raman scattering. We derived coupling matrix elements
that give rise to selection rules for SERS substrates and obtained an analytic expression for
the plasmonic enhancement factor, which can be used to analyze experimental data.156,209

The theoretical framework and a derivation of all coupling matrix elements were published
in the fourth paper forming this thesis, Mueller et al., Surface-enhanced Raman scattering
as a higher-order Raman process, Phys. Rev. A 94, 023813 (2016).

While Project P4 dealt with the fundamental processes underlying SERS, Project P5
is an application of SERS. The ability to focus light with plasmonic nanostructures into
nanoscale volumes opens the possibility to characterize the properties of materials on
length scales much smaller than the diffraction limit.1,9 Raman scattering is an ideal
tool for this task and is frequently used in materials science to measure strain, doping
or defect densities.124 In Project P5, we demonstrated that SERS can be used for the
characterization of nanoscale strain and doping in graphene.

The experimental system which was used in Project P5 is illustrated in Fig. 4.6a; it was
designed in an earlier work in the Reich group by Sebastian Heeg.29,240 Exfoliated flakes
of graphene were transferred on top of multiple lithographically-fabricated gold nanodisk
dimers. The dimers were spaced several micrometers apart such that coupling between
different dimers was negligible. For excitation energies that matched the bright plasmon
mode of the gold nanodimer, the Raman spectrum of graphene was strongly enhanced by
SERS.29,240 The substrate adhesion pulled the graphene into the gap between the two gold
nanoparticles. This induced a nanoscale strain of completely unknown configuration; see
AFM image in Fig. 4.6b. Additionally, the gold nanostructure induced locally an n-type
doping in graphene. Both, strain and doping affect the plasmon-enhanced Raman G and
2D modes of graphene, that are plotted in Fig. 4.6c. The modes split into three components
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of different intensity. The two components with the lowest Raman shift corresponded to
the locally enhanced Raman spectrum of graphene in the interparticle gap (red and blue
in Fig. 4.6c).29,240 The peaks were shifted from the intrinsic spectral positions (dashed
lines) because of hydrostatic strain and doping; the peak splitting occurred because of
shear strain.

Extracting the local properties of graphene in the dimer gap turned out to be a challenge
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Figure 4.6. Summary of Project P5 - Evaluating arbitrary strain configurations and doping
in graphene with Raman spectroscopy. (a) Sketch of the experimental system. Graphene
is deposited on a plasmonic gold nanodimer and characterized by SERS. (b) AFM image
of graphene covering a nanodimer. (c) Raman spectra of the G and 2D mode measured
for graphene on top of a gold nanodimer. The peaks are split into three components
and the expected peak positions without strain and doping are indicated by dashed lines.
(d) Sketch of a correlation analysis of the mean frequencies ωG = (ωG− + ωG+)/2 and
ω2D = (ω2D− + ω2D+)/2 for separating the frequency shifts from hydrostatic strain and
charge doping applied for a data point {ωG, ω2D}. The expected frequencies are illustrated
by a yellow star for no strain and doping, a blue line for hydrostatic strain and a red line
for p-type doping. (e) Statistical analysis of the mean frequencies from the Raman spectra
of graphene-covered gold nanodimers. Figures adapted from Publication P5 of this thesis.
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as strain and doping affected the spectral positions of the Raman modes simultaneously.
Lee et al.208 suggested in a previous work to use a correlation analysis of the G and
2D peak positions to separate the spectral shifts from strain and doping. This method
required, however, knowledge of the strain configuration, which was unknown for the case
of graphene on the nanodimers. We developed a general methodology to evaluate arbitrary
strain configurations and doping from the Raman spectrum of graphene. For this method
one has to eliminate the peak splitting from shear strain by calculating the mean values
ωG = (ωG− +ωG+)/2 and ω2D = (ω2D− +ω2D+)/2 of the spectral peak positions, i.e., of the
red and blue peak components in Fig. 4.6c. The benefit is that the mean frequencies ωG

and ω2D are only affected by doping and the hydrostatic strain component. The associated
peak shifts are separated by a correlation analysis which is explained in Fig. 4.6d. Finally
the magnitudes of hydrostatic strain and doping are calculated from the peak shifts and
the shear strain component from the peak splitting.

We applied this methodology to the Raman spectra of 60 graphene-covered nanodimers.
The mean frequencies of the Raman modes are shown in a correlation plot in Fig. 4.6e.
The data points followed a linear trend close to the peak positions expected for purely
hydrostatic strain. From the spectrum in Fig. 4.6c we extracted a local hydrostatic strain
of 2.5%, a shear strain of 1.4% and an n-type doping of 8.5 ×1012 cm−2. These values
were incredibly large when comparing with those reported in other works.25 This was
expected because we probed exclusively the local doping and strain in the nanoscale area of
graphene at the nanodimer gap. From a statistical analysis we found that the hydrostatic
and shear-strain components were uncorrelated, which showed that each dimer induced a
different strain configuration. Our methodology for strain evaluation could be only applied
to this complicated case because it required no assumption on the strain configuration as
an input parameter.
The methodology for strain and doping evaluation in graphene, which we developed

in Project P5, is very general. It is also applicable to graphene on substrates without
plasmonic enhancement. We demonstrated this for an elastic substrate that induced
uniaxial strain in graphene when being deflected in one direction. In this specific case
the strain configuration was known and we could extract reference values for the peak
shifts from hydrostatic strain, which were in good agreement with other works.205,206

Furthermore, we demonstrated that the mean frequencies ωG and ω2D can be directly
measured when using a Raman spectrometer with circularly corotating light polarization.
This is especially useful when the peak splitting by shear strain cannot be resolved.

In summary, we used SERS to extract the local charge doping and strain in a nanoscale
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4. Connection of the papers

area of graphene on top of a gold nanodimer. For this we developed a general methodology
for the evaluation of arbitrary strain configurations and doping in graphene by Raman
spectroscopy. The experimental data and methodology was published in the last paper
forming this thesis, Mueller et al., Evaluating arbitrary strain configurations and doping in
graphene with Raman spectroscopy, 2D Materials 5, 015016 (2018).
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5 | Summary and outlook

In this thesis I realized projects that improved the fundamental understanding of plasmon-
mediated optical processes. I introduced dark interlayer plasmons as new optical excitations
in ordered films of metallic nanoparticles, which have potential applications in photocatal-
ysis (Projects P1 and P2). I developed microscopic theories for the plasmon-enhanced
optical absorption and Raman scattering in nearby materials, such as molecules and
graphene (Projects P3 and P4). Finally, I introduced a methodology to evaluate strain
and doping from the Raman spectrum of graphene, which I applied to analyze nanoscale
strain distributions induced by a plasmonic nanostructure. The publications forming this
thesis set a basis for a number of ongoing and future studies, which I will briefly describe
in the following.

One key advantage of the dark interlayer plasmon is its tunability by geometrical
parameters and layer number. We demonstrated this in Projects P1 and P2 with FDTD
simulations. The theoretical predictions motivated us to study the optical properties of
nanoparticle films that consisted of different particle diameters. Fig. 5.1a shows TEM
images of gold nanoparticle monolayers with particle diameters of 30 nm, 46 nm and 59 nm.
The reflectance spectra, measured on bilayers of the three samples, contained pronounced
reflectance dips from the direct optical excitation of dark plasmons (Fig. 5.1b). The
striking feature of Fig. 5.1b is the different excitation energies of the dark plasmons. These
cover a broad spectral range, from 1.23 eV for the 59 nm nanoparticles to 1.75 eV for the
30 nm nanoparticles. This nicely demonstrates the tunability by geometrical parameters.

Another prediction of Project P2 was that the dark plasmon absorption can be increased
to 100% when placing the nanoparticle film above a reflective substrate. We realized this
experimentally via a collaboration with Katja Höflich at Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin. She
deposited an SiO2 spacer layer on top of a substrate with a continuous gold film. Fig. 5.1c
shows the absorbance spectrum of a gold nanoparticle bilayer on top of the substrate (red
line). A spectrum of a sample without the reflective substrate is shown for comparison
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5. Summary and outlook

a b c

Figure 5.1. Tunability of dark plasmon resonances in gold nanoparticle bilayers. (a)
TEM images of close-packed gold nanoparticle monolayers with mean diameters d and
interparticle gaps g of d = 30 nm and g = 4 nm, d = 46 nm and g = 2 nm, and d = 59 nm
and g = 1nm, from top to bottom. The scale bars are 100 nm. (b) Reflectance spectra
of close-packed bilayers of gold nanoparticles with the same dimensions as in (a). (c)
Absorbance spectrum of a gold nanoparticle bilayer placed on top of an Au substrate with
a 58 nm SiO2 spacer layer (red curve). The blue curve is a reference spectrum measured
without the reflective substrate. The nanoparticle diameters and interparticle gaps were
estimated as d = 42nm, and g = 3 nm from TEM images.

(blue line). The optical absorbance of the dark plasmon is increased tremendously to 89%.
This is remarkable because the interlayer plasmon has a vanishing net dipole moment.

In Project P2 we proposed dark interlayer plasmons as an excitation channel for hot
electrons. The hot electron yield was probed with time-resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy (TTA) by the Lange group at the University of Hamburg. As mentioned in
Section 4, Publication P2 contained only preliminary TTA data. Later, we performed
a more detailed analysis by correlating the measurement spots of TTA with optical
microscope images and micro-reflectance spectra (Fig. 5.2). Fig. 5.2a shows the electron-
phonon (e-ph) coupling time obtained with TTA, which serves as a measure for the hot
carrier yield after excitation with a pump pulse.14,215 Two sample regions were characterized
as shown in Fig. 5.2b. Area 1 consisted solely of a monolayer while area 2 also contained
bi- and multilayers. The e-ph coupling time was identical for the two sample areas in the
spectral range above 2 eV, but differed for lower excitation energies (Fig. 5.2a). The larger
e-ph coupling time for the bi- and multilayers is attributed to a higher initial temperature
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of the electron gas and hints to a larger hot electron yield.14,215 This correlates with
micro-reflectance measurements on the nanoparticle layers. While the optical response is
similar for all layer numbers above 2 eV, it differs significantly for lower energies because
of the excitation of dark plasmons in the bi- and multilayers. This nicely demonstrates
that dark interlayer plasmons serve as an excitation channel for hot electrons. The
hot charge carriers may trigger photocatalytic reactions in nearby molecules.21,22 Photo-
electrochemistry measurements in which the nanoparticle layers are used as an electrode
are currently planed in the Lange group.

100 μm

50 μm

a b c

Figure 5.2. Excitation of hot charge carriers via the decay of dark interlayer plasmons. (a)
Electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling time measured with time-resolved transient absorption
spectroscopy (TTA) on a nanoparticle monolayer (black dots) and on bi- and multilayers
(red dots). (b) Optical transmission microscope images of the sample areas probed by
TTA. The red circles show the approximate size and position of the pump pulse. Area 1 is
a homogeneous monolayer (light blue) and area 2 contains also bi- and multilayers (darker
blue). (c) Micro-reflectance spectra of one to four gold nanoparticle layers. The excitation
of dark plasmons is visible as reflectance dips for the bi- and multilayers. The nanoparticle
layers consisted of gold particles with a mean diameter of 42 nm and an interparticle gap
size of 3 nm estimated for TEM images.

Another direct application of the dark interlayer plasmons is SERS. Fig. 5.3a shows the
simulated near field enhancement for a gold nanoparticle bilayer when the incoming light
matches the energy of the dark plasmon (see Ref. 241 for a detailed analysis). The field
amplitude is enhanced by a factor of 50 in the gaps between the nanoparticles and depends
strongly on excitation energy (Fig. 5.3b). This leads to a SERS enhancement of ≈ 2 · 106

when choosing an excitation energy of 1.54 eV. The enhancement is smaller than for the
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5. Summary and outlook

ca b

Figure 5.3. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering with a dark interlayer plasmon. (a)
Simulated enhancement of the near field amplitude for a bilayer of 46 nm gold nanoparticles
with 2 nm gaps illuminated with linearly polarized light and 1.48 eV excitation energy. The
plot is a cross section through the upper layer. (b) Excitation-energy dependence of the
near field intensity enhancement at the center of a hot spot in (a). (c) SERS spectrum
measured on a bilayer (red) and monolayer (black) of 42 nm gold nanoparticles. The
bilayer provides additional enhancement because of the excitation of the dark interlayer
plasmon. The spectra show the Raman modes of polystyrene molecules that were used as
ligands in the synthesis of the nanoparticle layers.

nanoparticle dimer in Fig. 2.5a because the dimer efficiently extracts electromagnetic
energy from its environment over the length scale of the light wavelength. The gold
nanoparticle layers, on the other hand, possess a large number 103/µm2 of field hot spots
which increases the total SERS signal measured in an experiment.

To approach the SERS enhancement from dark interlayer plasmons experimentally, I
measured the enhanced Raman spectrum of the polystyrene ligand molecules that surround
the gold nanoparticles. Fig. 5.3c shows the SERS spectrum measured on a gold nanoparticle
bilayer (red line) for an excitation energy of 1.58 eV close to the resonance of the dark
plasmon. The SERS signal is six times larger than for a monolayer (black line), which only
provides enhancement via the lightning rod effect. This demonstrates the additional SERS
enhancement from the dark interlayer plasmon. Further studies are currently conducted
in the Reich group to determine the SERS enhancement per molecule and its dependence
on excitation energy and layer number. The gold nanoparticle layers may serve as a
SERS substrate for different molecules that can be brought into the interparticle gaps by
dropcasting from solution.
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A more detailed analysis of the plasmonic SERS enhancement requires theoretical
modeling, which was the aim of Project P4. Publication P4 introduced the general
theoretical framework of treating SERS as higher-order Raman (HORa) scattering. In
a recent work, we used this theoretical framework for studying the dependence of the
plasmonic SERS enhancement on excitation energy.239 I implemented the microscopic
theory for a molecule close to a silver nanoparticle by calculating all coupling matrix
elements. Fig. 5.4a shows the plasmonic SERS enhancement as a function of excitation
energy for three metal-molecule distances. The enhancement profile consists of an incoming
plasmonic SERS resonance when the incoming laser light matches the plasmon frequency
(ωL = ωpl) and an outgoing resonance when the Raman-scattered light matches the
plasmon (ωL − ωvib = ωpl); see Sec. 2.2.3 for details. Besides an overall decrease in
plasmonic enhancement, an increase in metal-molecule distance strongly changes the
excitation energy dependence of the enhancement. When the molecule is placed on the
nanoparticle surface its Raman dipole experiences the strongest plasmonic enhancement
and the incoming- and outgoing SERS resonances are almost of equal intensity (Fig.
5.4a, top). When the metal-molecule distance is increased to the nanoparticle radius, the
enhancement profile consists only of an incoming resonance; the outgoing resonance is
entirely missing (Fig. 5.4a, middle). For larger metal-molecule distances the enhancement
profile is strongly asymmetric and obtains a Fano line shape (Fig. 5.4a, bottom).

The reason for the asymmetric enhancement profile is interference between the scattering
processes that are depicted as Feynman diagrams in Fig. 4.5c. We studied this in detail
in Ref. 239 and showed that the Raman amplitudes of the different scattering channels
add constructively at the incoming resonance and destructively at the outgoing resonance.
The interference can be switched off when only considering the scattering process in Fig.
4.5a. In this case the enhancement profile consists of incoming- and outgoing resonances
with equal intensity (Fig. 5.4a, dashed lines).

Signatures of interference between different scattering channels were observed in experi-
ments conducted by Sören Wasserroth in the Reich group.156 He measured the excitation
energy dependence of the SERS signal of graphene deposited on gold nanodimers (same
samples that I used in Project P5 to study nanoscale strain and doping). Graphene is an
ideal material for this study because the Raman polarizabilities of the G and 2D mode
are independent of excitation energy in the absence of plasmonic enhancement. Fig. 5.4b
shows the SERS enhancement of the G mode (top) and 2D mode (bottom) as a function
of excitation energy. The experimental data are excellently explained by a fit with the
plasmonic enhancement factor from the HORa theory of SERS in Eq. (4.2) (solid lines).
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5. Summary and outlook

a b

Figure 5.4. Analyzing the excitation energy dependence of the plasmonic SERS enhance-
ment with the HORa theory of SERS. (a) Calculated plasmonic SERS enhancement for
a molecule next to a silver nanoparticle as a function of excitation energy for different
metal-molecule distances d, given in units of the nanoparticle radius rNP = 15.5 nm. The
dashed lines are the SERS enhancement when only considering the scattering process in
Fig. 4.5a. The energies for which the incoming- and Raman-scattered light matches the
plasmon are shown by gray lines. The plasmon energy, spectral width, Raman shift and
background dielectric function were set to ~ωpl = 2.87 eV, ~γpl = 108meV, ~ωvib = 300meV
and εm = 2.31. The nanoparticle center was placed at the origin, the incident light po-
larization and molecular Raman dipole along x and the molecule was moved along the
x axis. (b) Experimental SERS enhancement of the Raman G (top) and 2D (bottom)
mode of graphene as a function of excitation energy from Ref. 156 (data points). The
solid lines are a fit with Eq. (4.2) from the HORa theory of SERS. The energies for which
the incoming- and Raman-scattered light matches the plasmon are highlighted by dashed
lines. Figures adapted from Ref. 239.

The outgoing SERS resonances of the G and 2D mode are weaker that the incoming
resonances, which nicely matches the theoretical predictions for a molecule in Fig. 5.4a.

A more detailed and quantitative modeling of the plasmon-enhanced Raman spectrum
of graphene requires the development of a HORa theory for SERS in solid-state materials.
The microscopic theory for plasmon-enhanced optical absorption in graphene in Project P3
was an important step in this direction. Fig. 5.5a shows a Feynman diagram for a plasmon-
enhanced first-order Raman process in a solid state material, such as the G mode of
graphene. It consists of five vertices that correspond to photon-plasmon, plasmon-electron,
and electron-phonon interaction matrix elements. In Project P3 I derived the general
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theoretical framework to calculate these matrix elements (except for electron-phonon
interaction). Calculating the plasmon-electron matrix element required considering a
periodic lattice of plasmonic nanoparticles because of the infinite lattice sums that appear
in graphene’s tight-binding wave functions. I obtained an analytic expression for the
matrix element by a Fourier expansion of the plasmonic near field. The plasmon-enhanced
optical absorption was then calculated as the sum of the transition probabilities associated
with each Fourier component, which are given by the absolute square of the respective
matrix elements.

a b

c

Figure 5.5. Microscopic theory of surface-enhanced Raman scattering in solid state
materials. (a) Feynman diagram of a plasmon-enhanced first-order Raman process in
a solid state material within the HORa theory of SERS. It consists of five steps: (1)
photon-plasmon, (2) plasmon-electron, (3) electron-phonon, (4) electron-plasmon and (5)
plasmon-photon interaction. (b) Electric near field amplitude in a graphene sheet blow
a plasmonic nanoparticle lattice. The contour plot shows the magnitude and the arrows
the polarization direction of the plasmonic near field. Figure from Publication P3 of this
thesis. (c) Scheme of two scattering channels that contribute to a spatially coherent Raman
process (adapted from Ref. 242). The incoming laser light E(ω) (green lines) excites two
Raman processes at positions r1 and r2. The electric fields of the Raman-scattered light
waves (red lines) add coherently at the detector at position r0.

The steps for calculating plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering are different. As the
initial and final electronic states of a Raman process in graphene are identical, the Raman
scattering amplitudes that belong to the different Fourier components must be summed
before calculating the absolute square. I implemented the microscopic theory for the G
mode of graphene, using the electron-phonon matrix element from Ref. 185, and found a
plasmonic enhancement much lower than in experiment.243 The reason were cancellations
of Raman scattering processes that occurred at different positions in the graphene lattice.
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5. Summary and outlook

The microscopic theory lead to the enhancement factor (when neglecting the Raman shift)

Enh =

∣∣∣∣∫∫ d2r [Einc + Epl(r)]

∣∣∣∣4 /E4
inc, (5.1)

where the integral is calculated over all positions in the graphene plane and Einc is the
incident electric field without plasmonic nanostructure. Fig. 5.5b shows the electric near
field Epl(r) from a plasmonic nanoparticle lattice in the graphene plane, as calculated in
Publication P3 of this thesis. It consists of field components at different positions that
have the same magnitude but opposite polarization. The Raman scattering amplitudes
associated with these positions canceled when calculating the plasmon-enhanced G mode.
This is equivalent to a Raman process where the Raman-scattered light that is emitted from
different positions in the graphene lattice adds coherently at the detector (Fig. 5.5c).242

Lukas Novotny and coworkers suggested that such a spatially coherent Raman process
is possible in graphene, but can only take place within a phonon coherence length of
≈ 30 nm.242,244 A description of plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering in graphene requires
an account for this coherence length, which will be subject of future work.
In summary, the projects realized within this thesis set the basis for ongoing and

future studies; some of which were already published.155,156,209,239,241 Dark interlayer
plasmons were introduced as a new optical excitation in metallic nanoparticle films with
potential applications in photocatalysis and SERS (Publications P1, P2 and Ref. 241).
The interaction of plasmonic nanostructures with nanoscale materials and molecules was
modelled with microscopic theories (Publications P3 and P4). These provided insight into
the microscopic processes underlying plasmonic enhancement and helped to understand the
outcome of experiments, such as the plasmon-enhanced Raman spectrum of graphene and
of molecules encapsulated inside carbon nanotubes.155,156 The plasmon-enhanced Raman
spectrum of graphene was also used to analyze nanoscale strain and doping induced by a
plasmonic nanostructure. A general method was developed for separating the contributions
of strain and doping to the Raman frequencies of graphene that is also applicable to other
two-dimensional materials (Publication P5).
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C | German abstract
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein besseres Verständnis von optischen Prozessen zu erlangen, die
durch lokalisierte Oberflächenplasmonen gesteuert werden. Dafür habe ich grundlegende
Anregungsmechanismen von Plasmonmoden, sowie die Verstärkung von optischer Absorp-
tion und Ramanstreuung, mit experimentellen und theoretischen Methoden untersucht.
Ich stelle eine neuartige plasmonische Anregung in geschichteten Filmen von metal-

lischen Nanopartikeln vor. Dieses dunkle Plasmon besteht aus antiparallelen plasmonischen
Dipolen in den Nanopartikeln benachbarter Lagen und kann aufgrund von Feldretardierung
direkt mit Licht angeregt werden. Ich zeige mit Experimenten und Simulationen, dass
diese Anregung eine reduzierte Strahlungsdämpfung aufweist und zu einer ausgeprägten,
durchstimmbaren Lichtabsorption im nahinfraroten Spektralbereich führt. Da die Nanopar-
tikelfilme mittels Selbstorganisation von Nanopartikeln hergestellt werden können, eignen
sie sich für die großflächige Beschichtung von Oberflächen. Aufgrund der unterdrückten
radiativen Dämpfung sind dunkle Plasmonen in Nanopartikelfilmen ein idealer Anre-
gungskanal für heiße Elektronen, mit Anwendungen in der Fotokatalyse.
Mit mikroskopischen Theorien habe ich die Interaktion von plasmonischen Nanostruk-

turen mit angrenzenden Nanomaterialien untersucht. Ich zeige, dass das plasmonische
Nahfeld eines Gitters von Goldnanopartikeln nicht-vertikale optische Übergänge in Graphen
anregt. Die Auswahlregeln für diese Übergänge hängen von der Periodizität der plasmoni-
schen Nanostruktur ab. Die mikroskopische Theorie führt zu einem besseren Verständnis
der Photostromentstehung in Graphen-basierten optoelektronischen Detektoren. Als
Zweites stelle ich ein allgemeines Konzept zur Beschreibung von plasmon-verstärkter
Ramanstreuung mit Störungstheorie vor. Die analytischen Ausdrücke aus dieser Theorie
eignen sich, um die Abhängigkeit der plasmonischen Verstärkung von der Anregungsenergie
zu untersuchen. Mittels einer Implementierung für ein Molekül nahe eines plasmonischen
Nanopartikels zeige ich, dass die Verstärkung stark von der Interferenz verschiedener
Streuprozesse beeinflusst wird.
Plasmon-verstärkte Ramanstreuung ist ideal, um zu untersuchen, wie Materialeigen-

schaften von einer angrenzenden plasmonischen Nanostruktur beeinflusst werden. Das zeige
ich für Materialverspannungen und Dotierung in Graphen durch eine Gold-Nanostruktur.
Ich habe dafür eine allgemeine Methodik entwickelt, mit der die Beiträge von Verspan-
nung und Dotierung zum Ramanspektrum von Graphen voneinander getrennt und quan-
tifiziert werden können. Diese eignet sich zur Auswertung von unbekannten Verspannungs-
Konfigurationen in Graphen auf verschiedensten Substraten.
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